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ABSTRACT

In cities, storm runoff is usually collected in the streets and

conveyed to underground storm drains through inlets located at street

level. Construction and maintenance of storm drain systems is always

expensive. In semiarid regions with a very low frequency of storm

occurrence, most cities use streets as the drainage route even though

their primary function is for the movement of traffic. As a result, the

shape of a runoff hydrograph at the outlet of an urban watershed will

vary with the pattern of street arrangement within the watershed. The

objective of this study is to investigate tradeoffs between alternative

street patterns with respect to urban drainage. The study area is con-

fined to residential subdivisions where the subdivision boundary is

assumed to be the watershed boundary. Three street patterns, namely,

rectangular, curvilinear and dendritic, are considered in this study.

The cost-effectiveness technique is employed to give an objective

evaluation for these three alternative patterns. The effectiveness is

measured by three kinds of evaluators. The first evaluator is the flow

depth at certain points on the streets; the second evaluator is the

total time during which the streets are occupied by a certain depth of

water; the third evaluator is the total cost associated with the

construction of a street pattern.

A framework of a distributed system model has been constructed

for simulating the runoff hydrographs and flow depths at certain points

xi i
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on the streets. A parcel of land near Willcox, Arizona, is selected to

illustrate how the model could be used. Possible subdivisions of the

land for each of the three different types of street patterns are shown,

and the runoff hydrographs and flow depths from each of the patterns are

examined.

It is found that the peak flow rate resulting from the rectan-

gular pattern is 13 percent higher than that from the curvilinear pattern

and 29 percent higher than that from the dendritic pattern. The dendri-

tic pattern has the smallest percentage of street intersections occupied

by water during a storm. Time of occupation of high water stages at

street intersections is much shorter in the dendritic pattern than that

in the rectangular and curvilinear patterns. The development cost for

the dendritic pattern is the lowest among these three patterns. There-

fore, the dendritic pattern appears to be the best type of street

arrangement in terms of urban drainage.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Urban drainage deals with the removal of excess storm runoff from

the urban area to places where water can be safely discharged or stored.

Urban drainage is not a new aspect of hydrology; nearly five thousand

years ago the city of Ur, in what is now Iraq, already had an effective

drainage system.

In the past two decades, the expansion of impervious areas due to

intensified land use and continuing growth of population has introduced

a serious drainage problem to most cities in the United. The

contemporary trend toward more intensive urbanization is expected to

continue through the remainder of the century (Jens and McPherson, 1964);

consequently, the need for urban drainage systems has become more urgent

than ever before.

In cities, storm runoff is usually collected in the streets and

conveyed to underground storm drains through inlets located at street

level. Construction and maintenance of storm drain systems is always

expensive. In semiarid regions with a very low frequency of storm

occurrence, most of the cities use streets as the drainage routes, even

though their primary function is for the movement of traffic. As a

result, the shape of a runoff hydrograph at the outlet of an 
urban water-

shed will vary with the pattern of street arrangement within the

watershed. The effect of street geometry on drainage performance often

1
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is not examined. The objective of this study is to investigate tradeoffs

between alternate street patterns with respect to urban drainage. More

specifically, the purpose of the study is to find out the hydrologic and

economic effects of each of the alternative street patterns.

The main sub-objectives of the research project are as follows:

1. A critical examination of the hydraulic and hydrologic runoff

routing approach.

2. Development of a runoff model for routing flow in small urban

watersheds.

3. Application of an evaluation model to the assessment of

hydrologic and economic effects of different street patterns

in a test area.

This study is organized into six chapters. Chapter One is the

introduction. Chapter Two covers a literature review on the major types

of street patterns in the southwestern United States, namely, rectangular,

curvilinear and dendritic. The definition, characteristics, advantages

and disadvantages of each pattern are discussed.

Chapter Three is a brief review of the evaluation tools. The

definition and the methodology of cost-effectiveness techniques and the

application of it to this specific study are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter Four deals with the runoff model used in the simulation

of runoff resulting from a storm in a residential subdivision. The runoff

model consists of two parts: the overland flow model and the channel

flow model. Both the hydraulic approach the hydrologic approach for

channel flow modeling are discussed and compared.



Chapter Five is a case study. A parcel of land is subdivided

according to the three different types of street patterns. The runoff

hydrographs from these different patterns are compared and examined.

Also, the cost-effectiveness technique is applied to evaluate these

patterns.

Finally, Chapter Six presents the conclusions and

recommendations.

3



CHAPTER 2

STREET PATTERN

The study area is confined to residential subdivisions. In order

to simplify the problem, the subdivision boundary is assumed to be the

watershed boundary. However, flows from other subdivisions could be

included in more complex models.

The street pattern mentioned in this study is restricted to the

pattern of residential access streets, which are local streets designed

to provide access to residential properties. It can be considered analo-

gous to a network. A network is a structure composed of nodes, and lines

which connect the nodes. Street intersections, knuckles and cul-de-sacs

are represented by nodes and routes by lines. A pattern is defined as a

set of lines which connects all the nodes in such a manner that there is

only one path between each adjacent pair of nodes. There are quite a few

kinds of street patterns existing in the cities of the United States. In

this particular study, however, only the rectangular, curvilinear and

dendritic patterns are considered because they are the most popular

patterns in the southwestern residential subdivisions. Other patterns,

such as radial, hexagonal, spiral and circular are not considered here.

2.1 Rectangular Pattern 

The rectangular, or gridiron pattern, has been used in all ages.

As early as the pyramid era, the Egyptians built their cities based on

4
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this pattern (Miller, 1967). The rectangular pattern has become the most

popular arrangement. It was used in ancient Egypt, Babylon, India and

China. The Greeks established many cities with rectangular street

systems which Aristotle found to be the most logical pattern (Lewis,

1949).

The rectangular pattern is composed of a group of straight lines,

equally spaced and intersecting perpendicularly at each node, as

shown in Figure 2.1a. Despite the criticism to which it has been sub-

jected in recent years, there are many advantages to the gridiron

approach to residential planning. One of the advantages is its regular-

ity; it makes the surveying and construction of streets much simpler. It

also reduces the cost of installation and maintenance of utilities. By

virtue of its simplicity, a stranger has no trouble in orienting himself

although he may have never visited the neighborhood before. Another

advantage is its suitability for complex, distributed traffic flow. If

one street becomes clogged, traffic can be diverted to other streets

running in the same direction. When disasters occur, such as fire, flood

or riot, traffic flow can be continued in alternate streets.

However, there are many disadvantages in this gridiron approach,

too. Generally, the rectangular pattern requires a longer street length

than any other type of pattern and its four-way intersections are traffic

hazards in urban subdivisions. Besides, it provides no hypotenuses; to

move diagonally from place to place, two sides of a rectangle must be

traversed. Also, if the long, straight streets are parallel to a

prevailing wind direction, the drivers and passengers will feel

uncomfortable (Brown and Sherrard, 1959). 
Another weakness of this



6
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pattern is its visual monotony; the simplicity inherent in the rectangu-

lar system is so extreme that it breeds dullness. In addition, because

of the disregard for topography, a rectangular grid system which is

lain out in a hilly terrain may result in streets with steep slopes.

Steep slopes may, in turn, cause problems in the excavation for sewer

installation.

2.2 Curvilinear Pattern 

The curvilinear pattern, although well known in the United States

after 1900, did not enjoy wide acceptance until the Federal Housing

Administration introduced it into its system of standards for mortgage

insurance on new homes in the mid 1930's (Andrews, 1962). As the name

suggests, a curvilinear pattern is a type of network in which most of the

streets are concentric arcs, as shown in Figure 2.1b. In planning a

conventional curvilinear subdivision, a block is usually two to two and

a half times the length of that customarily found in rectangular patterns.

It increases public safety in residential areas by reducing the number of

intersections. From an aesthetic point of view, this pattern is a

definite improvement over the rectangular system because a variety of

vistas are possible along a single street. Adaptation of this pattern to

hilly areas will allow an economical balance of excavation and fill.

Furthermore, the elimination of excess street area can be developed to

additional building lots and open spaces.

Like the grid system, it also has some drawbacks. The

visibility of drivers at intersections is poor, and the long block can

often be an inconvenience, especially from a pedestrian's point of view.
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Moreover, utilities installation and maintenance usually cost more money

in a curvilinear system.

2.3 Dendritic Pattern 

The name "dendritic," as applied to a type of street pattern, is

derived from its resemblance to a branch-like structure. The streets are

generally curving and discontinuous with irregular paths. One typical

characteristic is the cul-de-sac, which joins the main street at right

angles, as shown in Figure 2.1c. These cul-de-sacs are from 400 to 600

feet in length and terminate where the common area of the block core

begins.

The dendritic network is not necessarily designed for matching

the topography alone. Some newer subdivisions have this kind of layout

in flat areas as well. The flexibility of the arrangement permits

preservation of beautiful trees, interesting rock formations and other

natural features of the landscape. Accordingly, the area will have a

neighborhood atmosphere of its own, free from any standardization. It

provides privacy and safety for the residents. However, water supply

systems in this area would consist of numerous stub ends which introduce

problems from the maintenance point of view. The number of sewer man-

holes would be increased due to the irregularity. Garbage and trash

collections are inefficient because the crews must deadhead back to the

main street when they have finished work in the cul-de-sac. In addition,

the curving and discontinuous path could cause slow traffic movement 
and

create difficulties for emergency vehicles.



2.4 Summary 

Three residential street patterns, namely, rectangular, curvi-

linear and dendritic, are considered in this study. The subdivision

boundaries are assumed to be the watershed boundaries. The advantages

and disadvantages of the three patterns are summarized in Table 2.1.

Nevertheless, the objective of this study is focused on the effect of

street patterns on drainage only. The effect of the street patterns on

drainage is presented in Section 5.6.

9
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Table 2.1. Characteristics of the Street Patterns.

Rectangular	 Curvilinear	 Dendritic
Characteristics
	

Pattern	 Pattern	 Pattern

Survey and construction	 easy	 moderately	 difficult
difficult

Utility installations	 inexpensive	 moderately	 expensive
expensive

Flexibility for traffic	 good	 fair	 poor
distribution

Maintenance and services	 easy	 moderately	 difficult
difficult

Visibility to drivers	 good	 poor	 poor

Suitability in hilly	 poor	 fair	 good
terrain

Preservation of natural
	 poor
	

fair	 good
features

Length of streets	 long	 short	 short

Number of intersections 	 many	 relatively
	

few
few

Privacy and safety	 fair	 good	 excellent



CHAPTER 3

THE EVALUATION MODEL

The approaches for choosing among different alternative candi-

dates are the collective utility approach, the benefit-cost approach and

the cost-effectiveness approach (Dupnick, 1971).

In the benefit-cost approach, the analyst considers both the

benefits provided by a project and the costs related to its construction.

His objective function might be to maximize the ratio of expected

benefits to costs or to maximize expected net benefits, the difference

between expected benefits and costs. One of the requirements for

benefit-cost analysis is that the benefits and costs must be expressed in

comparable quantitative terms. If costs are to be listed in terms of

dollar value, so should the benefits. However, in residential areas most

of the benefits of different street patterns, such as aesthetics, health,

quality of life, accessibility, etc., are quite difficult to quantify in

terms of dollar value, and to attempt such a quantification is beyond the

scope of this study.

The collective utility approach usually concerns marginal trans-

formations only (Dupnick, 1971). It can be useful to a structural trans-

formation decision-making by evaluating the change in collective utility

caused by, say, subdividing a parcel of land to 200 lots instead of 180

lots. The marginal transformation is then

1 1
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200 lots
dU

180 lots

where dU denotes the marginal collective utility. If this expression is

positive, the structural transformation decision to subdivide a parcel of

land to 200 lots is economically feasible. If it is negative, a 180-lot

subdivision is economically feasible. Note the a priori assumption in
this case -- that it is economically feasible to subdivide a parcel of

land to 180 lots. The only question that collective utility attempts to

resolve is whether or not the extra 20 lots are worthwhile. However,

the utility function is the sum of the product of the quantity of goods

or service and the price associated with that goods or service (Dupnick

and Duckstein, 1971). It still has to be expressed in terms of dollar

value. Therefore, the collective utility approach is also not

appropriate to this study.

Since neither the collective utility nor the benefit-cost

approach offer a suitable basis of evaluation for our objective, there is

no need to have a further detailed discussion of these two methods here.

A well-organized review of collective utility approach is given by

Dupnick (1971). A thorough discussion of the applications, advantages

and drawbacks of benefit-cost analysis is given by Prest and Turvey

(1965).

3.1 Cost-Effectiveness Technique 

The term "cost-effectiveness" seems to be relatively new and

tends to create the illusion of a new discipline. According to English

(1968), however, it was first recorded as a formal engineering technique
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in 1887. The basic concept inherent in cost-effectiveness evaluations

has been used either explicitly or implicitly for various problems in

the military, the social sciences, the control of the environments and

the other physical and natural sciences.

Carpenter (1970) defines cost-effectiveness as a tradeoff between

the effectiveness and cost of one project as compared to the same trade-

offs of some other projects or variations of the same project. It

emphasizes the finding of differences in the cost or resource require-

ments among the available alternatives for influencing some specific

task. The word "effectiveness" denotes that it does not attempt to

express every factor in monetary units. Therefore, the application of

this technique seems to be best fitted to problems in which the evalua-

tion of benefits cannot be expressed in dollar values. With this extra

feature, the cost-effectiveness is nothing more than engineering economics

(Dupnick and Duckstein, 1971).

In a sense, the technique set forth by the U. S. Water Resources

Council (1971) to evaluate and compare alternate water resources projects

constitutes an example of a cost-effectiveness approach:

When effects cannot or should not be expressed in monetary

terms, they will be set forth, insofar as is reasonably possible,

in appropriate quantitative and qualitative physical, biological,

or other measures reflecting the enhancement or improvement of

the characteristics relevant to the components of the objective

under consideration [p. 24153].

An early application of the cost-effectiveness technique was in

military and aerospace projects (Hitch and McKean, 1963). It was used to

find the best alternative means to meet a given goal. Applications of this

technique to civil and public systems have been enlarged in recent years.
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Davis (1968) used this technique in studies of the Potomac River and

estuary. Ernst and Ernst (1970) applied it to air pollution control. De

Neufville (1970) attempted to apply the cost-effectiveness analysis in

the evaluation of the water supply problem in New York City. However,

there are some inconsistencies between the goals and measures of

effectiveness in that study (Duckstein and Kisiel, 1972). Drobny, Qasim

and Valentine (1971) utilized it to the analysis of waste management. Ko

and Duckstein (1972) used the technique to evaluate the wastewater reuse

problem in the Tucson Basin. Chaemsaithong (1973) adopted this method to

evaluate the water resources development of the Lower Mekong Basin.

In various references, we may find that each individual seems to

have his own procedures in handling the cost-effectiveness analysis.

Nevertheless, the standardized cost-effectiveness approach proposed by

Kazanowski (1968) appears to be the best outline in evaluating the

feasible alternatives of a project. Kazanowski outlines the following

steps:

1. Define desired goals; without a goal or purpose, the evalua-

tion is meaningless.

2. Identify mission requirements (specifications) that are

essential for the attainment of the desired goal.

3. Develop alternatives for accomplishing the goal.

4. Establish evaluation criteria to measure the effectiveness.

5. Select fixed-cost or fixed-effectiveness approach.

6. Determine capabilities of the alternative plans.

7. Generate systems-versus-criteria array.

8. Analyze merits of alternative systems.
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9. Perform sensitivity analysis.

10. Document the results and assumptions.

3.2 Application of the Method 

The present analysis generally follows the ten proposed steps

except the order is slightly different. The outlines of the steps for

the present analysis are presented in the following articles.

3.2.1 Definition of Goals

In the context of the cost-effectiveness approach, several goals

can be incorporated, and they may be mutually excluded. The goals

defined in this study are:

1. To develop a residential street pattern which will provide

the best access for people and vehicles during a storm.

2. To obtain a residential street pattern which has the least

cost for development.

3.2.2 Identification of Mission Requirements

Mission requirements (constraints) should be distinguished, since

without reasonable constraints for bounding the problem, by time, effec-

tiveness, and/or costs, there is no framework within which the evaluation

may be based. The constraints should be identified as parametrically as

possible so as to reduce the possibility of biasing the evaluation. The

general mission requirements in this study are the engineering specifi-

cations issued by cities and/or counties in which the residential subdi-

vision is located. The detailed specifications are listed in Chapter

Five.
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3.2.3 Evaluation Criteria

Another important procedure is to establish evaluation criteria

(evaluators) for measuring the effectiveness. The evaluators should be

carefully defined so that the alternatives may be compared objectively.

They should be sophisticated enough to measure the system's performance

yet simple enough for computation. Three evaluators are considered here.

The first evaluator is the factor related to surface flow, i.e., the flow

depth at certain points on the streets. The second evaluator is the time

factor corresponding to a flow. Here the total time during which the

street intersections are occupied by a certain depth of water is used as

the evaluator. The basic tool for obtaining these two evaluators is 
a

runoff model which gives a reasonable prediction of the runoff collected

from an urban watershed. The third evaluator is the total amount of cost

associated with the construction of a street pattern. The runoff model

used in this study is discussed in Chapter Four. The estimation of 
cost

associated with the construction of a street pattern is covered in the

following section.

3.2.4 Development of Alternatives

In order to conduct a meaningful evaluation, at least two 
distinct

alternative means of meeting the objective should be conceived. 
The

different street patterns are designated to be the alternatives 
to

achieve the goal.
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3.2.5 Capabilities of Alternative
Systems

Once the appropriate criteria have been identified, the next step

is to express the capabilities of the candidate system in terms of

criteria, quantitatively if possible, qualitatively if not.

3.2.6 Analysis of Merits of
Alternative Systems

Once the capabilities of the alternative systems are determined,

the candidates can be arranged in order according to the relative capa-

bility of each to satisfy the most important criterion or criteria. If

there are too many feasible alternatives on the list, it is possible to

eliminate the poorer candidates and focus attention on the top three or

four candidate systems. In this study, however, it is not necessary to

truncate the list of alternatives since there are only three candidates.

3.2.7 Selection of Fixed-Cost or
Fixed-Effectiveness Approach

The choice between fixed cost and fixed effectiveness is depen-

dent upon the goals. In the fixed-cost approach, the basis for selection

between alternatives is the effectiveness measures of each candidate

obtained for a given expenditure of resources. In the fixed-effectiveness

approach, the basis is the amount of cost required to obtain a given

level of effectiveness. In order to achieve the first goal of this

study, the fixed-cost approach is used, i.e., the selection between

alternatives is based on the convenience to pedestrians and drivers

provided by a street pattern during storms. For the second goal, on the

other hand, the fixed-effectiveness approach is used. The objective
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function corresponding to this approach is to minimize the total

development cost subject to a fixed level of performance.

3.2.8 Generation of System Versus
Criteria Array

Usually, two kinds of approach are used in conducting cost-

effectiveness evaluations: the model approach and the tabular display

approach. The model approach can be used only when all the measurement

criteria have the same units. The tabular display method is used when

the measurement criteria are either quantifiable but incommensurable, or

combined with both quantifiable and unquantifiable factors. The tabular

display method will be used herein since the measurement criteria are

incommensurable in our study. In this method the criteria are identified

at the top of each column and the alternative systems are listed

vertically, as shown in Table 3.1.

3.2.9 Performance of Sensitivity Analysis

Sometimes the result of a cost-effectiveness analysis is very

sensitive to the assumptions made, and hence the conclusions reached may

be significantly biased due to these assumptions. To avoid such biases,

a sensitivity analysis is necessarily performed. In water resources

planning, a sensitivity analysis should include the risks and uncertain-

ties in regard to the project, such as the forecasts of streamflow,

population, state of economy, water demands, etc. Nevertheless, the risk

and uncertainty will not be considered in this study. Further studies

could consider these factors. Sensitivity analysis for the parameters

of the runoff model is discussed in Section 4.13.
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Table 3.1. A Typical Tabular Array Used in this Study.

Evaluation Criteria

Street Pattern Total Cost Maximum Flow Depth Time Factor Other

Rectangular

Curvilinear

Dendritic
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3.2.10 Documentation of Results
and Assumptions

In order to complete a cost-effectiveness analysis, the detailed

documentation of the objective and assumptions, the methodology employed

and the conclusions should be furnished. This will provide the decision-

maker with a clear understanding of the significance and the limitations

of the analysis and its conclusion(s). The objective of this study is

stated in Chapter One. Various assumptions are explicitly stated during

the course of the analysis. The methodology of obtaining those measures

of effectiveness is covered in Section 3.2 and Chapters Four and Five.

The conclusions are presented in Chapter Six.

3.3 Cost Estimation 

Cost may be considered as consumption of physical resources,

employment of human resurces (labor), and the dissipation of time. It

can usually be indexed by a dollar value scale. Sometimes, it can also

be interpreted as "loss." For example, in the context of a floodplain

management system, one of the costs is flood loss, which is mainly the

damage caused by flood. Moreover, the expenditure of a resource on one

alternative will exclude its allocation to some other projects because

resources are always scarce. The opportunity which exists for the

profitable allocation of the resource on some project other than the one

under consideration will introduce an opportunity cost (English, 1968).

Again in a floodplain management situation, for example, the flood loss

should include the foregone land enhancement benefits due to inadequate

knowledge of flood magnitude over that area (Weisz and Kao, 1972). In
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this study, however, the opportunity costs for all three alternative

systems are assumed to be the same, and hence they are not included in

the total cost.

The basic costs involved in the development of a residential

subdivision are the land cost and the improvement cost. The total value

of the lots created by each type of street pattern is assumed to be the

same. In other words, street pattern does not affect the total lot

value. Therefore, only the improvement cost for each street pattern is

considered in this study. The improvement cost consists of the capital

cost and the maintenance cost.

The capital cost is the sum of all expenditures required to bring

the project to completion. It may be arbitrarily divided into direct

items and indirect items, as shown in Table 3.2. The direct items in

that table consist of construction costs and utility costs. The indirect

items, as may be seen from Table 3.2, are important, too. The item

"Engineering" includes all expenditures associated with engineering works,

such as surveying, drafting, design and supervision of the project con-

struction. The item "Contingencies" represents expenditures that are

possible but not certain, such as penalty cost due to the delay of a

project completion. The capital cost is amortized over a period of 20

years at an interest rate of seven percent.

The maintenance cost, on the other hand, is estimated on the

annual basis. According to the data collected from the local consulting

engineering firms, the maintenance cost seems to be independent from

street patterns. Only the capital cost is a function of street pattern



Table 3.2. Cost Estimation.

Items	 Estimated Cost (dollars)

Direct

Construction costs
cutting and filling
paving
curbs and gutters
traffic signs

Utilities
water
sewers
gas
electricity
telephone lines

Indirect

Engineering

Contingencies

Sub-total

Annual Capital Cost, at 20 payments

Maintenance Cost

Total Annual Cost

22
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planning. Therefore, the only cost used for the comparison between

alternative street patterns is the capital cost.

3.4 Summary 

The cost-effectiveness technique is chosen for the evaluation of

these three street patterns. The analysis generally follows the

standardized steps proposed by Kazanowski (1968). The effectiveness is

measured by three kinds of evaluators. The first evaluator is the flow

depth at certain points on the streets, the second evaluator is the total

time during which the streets are occupied by a certain depth of water,

and the third evaluator is the total cost associated with the construc-

tion of a street pattern. The first two evaluators are discussed in

Section 5.6 and the third evaluator is discussed in Section 5.7.



CHAPTER 4

THE RUNOFF MODEL

Surface runoff is that part of precipitation which travels over

the ground surface and through channels to reach the watershed outlet.

At the initial stage of rainfall, water fills surface depressions. When

the available interception and depression storage are completely filled

and the rainfall intensity at the ground surface exceeds the infiltration

capacity of the ground material, an overland flow begins. After the

overland flow enters a stream channel, it becomes channel flow.

Any quantitative estimation of runoff requires mathematical

modeling (simulation). In the conventional approach to predicting dis-

charge, the whole watershed is treated as a lumped system. A lumped

system model, also known as the black-box approach, relates runoff at the

basin outlet to the average rainfall over the entire watershed. In other

words, all parts of the watershed being simulated are regarded as being

located at a single point in space; the complexity of the process within

the watershed is often ignored (Chen and Chow, 1968).

One of the primary objectives of this study, as stated formerly,

is trying to understand the effects of street geometry to an input-output

relationship of the rainfall and runoff. To solve this problem the

watershed must be considered as a distributed system. A distributed

system model defines parameters at any point over the watershed.

24
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4.1 Simulation of Overland Flow 

The overland flow resulting from net rainfall would be unsteady

and nonuniform even if all rainfall were isotropic. The typical hydro-

graph of overland flow resulting from a single storm consists of a rising

limb, a peak and recession. If the rain falls for a very long time

period at a constant rate, the flow approaches an equilibrium state which

is steady but nonuniform. During this time, the discharge is equal to

the rate of rainfall excess. Before such an equilibrium is reached,

storage is occurring so that the depth of flow and the rate of flow are

changing with time as well as with space. If the rainfall should cease

at the time D
r , recession flow would begin. The recession represents the

withdrawal of water stored in the land surface during the period of rise.

However, the peak of the hydrograph will occur at a certain time

after the rain has ended, because it takes a while for_water flowing from

the most remote point in the basin to reach the outlet. Figure 4.1a

indicates a hydrograph for the overland flow due to a uniform rate of

rainfall lasting indefinitely. The hydrograph for rainfall of finite

duration D
r can be easily derived by use of an offset hydrograph.

Figure 4.1b shows an offset hydrograph for which the same rainfall starts

at a time of Dr later. The difference between these two hydrographs will

produce the bottom figure, Figure 4.1c, which is the hydrograph for

rainfall of duration D.

Many attempts have been made at analysis of overland flow.

Izzard (1946) found that the form of the rising hydrograph resulting from

a constant rate of rainfall can be represented by a single dimensionless

curve. He suggests that the dimensionless curve should be limited to
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Figure 4.1. Overland Flow Hydrograph for a Block of Uniform Rainfall.
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cases when the product of the rainfall intensity in inches per hour and

the length of surface flow in feet is less than 500. Later on, through

theoretical analysis and actual observations, Morgali and Linsley (1965)

obtained a curve similar to Izzard's dimensionless curve. By using a

different type of approach, Crawford and Linsley (1966) also acquired a

very similar dimensionless curve for the rising limb of an overland flow

hydrograph. A comparison of the three curves is illustrated in

Figure 4.2. Morgali and Linsley's result is used in this study because

the logarithmic plot of their curve is found to be a straight line up to

the hydrograph inflection point, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Let q denote the overland flow at time t and qe be the

equilibrium flow in cfs/ft occurring at time te 
the time to equilibrium

in seconds. If ie 
is the rainfall excess intensity in in/hr and L is the

length of surface flow in ft, then

i
e
L

cle = 43,200

According to Morgali and Linsley, the time to equilibrium is

59.6 L
0.593 n0.605

te - 0.388	 0.380
le	

So

[4. 11

[4.2]

where S 0
 is the land slope and n is Manning's coefficient of roughness.

Let Dr 
denote the duration of the rainfall excess. Overland flow may

have the following several possible cases.

Case 1: t < Dr and t/te 
<0.70. From Figure 4.3 the relation-

ship between t/t e and q/qe is

log (q/qe) = 1.622 log (t/t e) + 0.169	 [4.3]
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Figure 4.3. Logarithmic Plot of the Rising Limb of the Dimensionless
Overland Flow Hydrograph.
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and the overland flow is

q = qe 100.169 (t/te) 1.622	 [4.3a]

Case 2: t < D
r and 0.70 < t/te < 1.00. The 

relationship between

t/te and q/qe 
can be approximated by

log (q/qe) = 0.535 log (t/t e )	 [4.3b]

and

q = qe (t/te ) ° ' 535 	[4.3c]

Case 3: te < t < D. The 
overland flow is simply equal to the

intensity of rainfall excess

=

Case 4: t 2: Dr , t/te 
<0.70 and (t-Dr)/te <0.70

q = qe 10
0.169 f(t/te )

1•622 - [(t-Dr)/te ]
1.622 1

Case 5: t r
, 0.70 < t/t e 

< 1.00 and (t-D r)/te <0.70

= clf(tl,
/ 10.535	 100.169 [(t-Dr)/te] 1

•
622

1 .
e'e J

[4.3d]

[4.3e]

[4.3f]

Case 6: t r > te 
and 0.70 < (t-Dr)/te 

< 1.0

q = qe{1 - [(t-Dr)/te ] ° ' 535 1 .	 [4.3g]

Case 7: t >_ (Dr + te )

q = 0 .	 [4.3h]

4.2 Simulation of Channel Flow

Most, if not all, distributed models proposed to date for open

channel flow can be classified into two major categories. The first
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category is the hydraulic routing approach, which treats the flow in

channels as a problem in fluid mechanics. The other category is the

hydrologic routing approach, which utilizes a uniform-flow formula,

together with the equation of continuity. A critical examination of the

hydraulic and hydrologic runoff routing approach is presented in Sections

4.3 to 4.8.

4.3 The Hydraulic Routing Approach 

Many hydraulic equations seem to be relevant to this study. One

of them is the equation of spatially varied flow. Spatially varied flow

has a nonuniform discharge resulting from the addition of water along the

course of flow. This equation usually is used for the design of side-

channel spillways. It is based on the concept of conservation of momen-

tum of a fluid. The fundamental differential equation for spatially

varied flow with increasing discharge was probably first derived by

Hinds (1926). A more complete equation, however, was derived by Favre

(1933), including a friction term and a component of inflow velocity in

the direction of the axis of the channel. Theoretically, the equation is

applicable to any channel, but the procedure requires a step computation

with successive approximations.

Beij (1934) used the same concept to derive a general equation

for flow in roof gutters, but the equation is too complicated to be

solved in closed form. He then reduced it to a simpler form by assuming

that the gutter is horizontal and frictionless. Chow (1959) gave a

dynamic equation for spatially varied flow with increasing discharge.

However, he implicitly assumes that the change of cross-sectional area
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with respect to the flow direction is insignificant compared to the total

cross-sectional area so that the product of all the differentials is

neglected. If his equation is applied to the small flow along a gutter,

considerable error due to simplification will be introduced.

Another difficulty which would be encountered in the application

of this spatially varied flow equation is the determination of the

location of the control section. In side-channel spillways, there is

usually a free overfall at the outlet of the channel. Thus, a critical

section should occur somewhere along the channel. Having located the

critical section as the control section, the flow-profile computation can

be carried out. In our case, however, it is very uncommon to have a free

overfall at the downstream end of a street. As a matter of fact, due to

the small bottom slope and low velocity, the gutter flow will possibly be

subcritical all the way through the entire street. Thus, the control

section is hard to locate and hence the application of this equation to

our problem is difficult.

In general, the hydraulic routing approach is based on the

unsteady flow equations, also known as Saint-Venant equations, which are

obtained from the continuity equation and Newton's Second Law (Gilcrest,

1950). The continuity equation for open channels subject to lateral

inflow is

DA	 DV	 DA+ A -5E + v w = q •
at

[4.4]

The dynamic equation that describes this condition is given by

9V + DV V	 2XV T)-c + -0 = g(S - S f) - g
Dt	 ax

[4.5]
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where A = cross-sectional area, ft 2 ;

q = lateral inflow rate, cfs/ft;

V = velocity of flow, fps;

S = slope of channel bottom;

S
f = friction slope;

g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec
2 ;

y = depth of flow, ft;

t = time, sec;

x = distance along the channel, ft.

In the application of the above partial differential equations,

the following assumptions are made:

1. The flow is assumed unidirectional because present mathemat-

ical techniques cannot handle two-directional flow. In

fact, there are some cross currents in the form of spiral

flow caused by lateral inflow. The lateral unevenness of the

water surface due to cross currents is ignored.

2. The water flowing into the channel enters perpendicularly to

the direction of flow so that the kinetic energy of the inflow

water is assumed to be dissipated and has no effect on the

motion in the channel.

3. The velocity distribution across the channel seCtion is

constant and uniform, i.e., the velocity distribution

coefficients are unity. However, proper values of the

coefficients may be introduced, if necessary.
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4. The effect of vertical curvature of stream lines in producing

vertical acceleration is negligible so that the pressure in

the flow is hydrostatic.

5. The surface resistance to non-uniform, unsteady flow is the

same as to uniform steady flow, and it remains constant in

both time and space. Manning's formula is used to evaluate

the friction loss due to the shear developed along the

channel.

6. The momentum from raindrop impact is negligible.

7. The slope of the channel is relatively small and its effects

on the force on channel sections are negligible.

8. The effect of air entrainment is negligible.

Due to the complexity of mathematics, exact integration of these

equations is practically impossible. Usually, they are solved by the

technique of numerical approximation. Such an approach uses difference

quotients in place of derivatives for a series of net points as shown in

Figure 4.4. The terms 9V/Dx and 9y/Dx at point M can be approximated in

terms of finite differences as

V
R 

- V
LDV

	(--Dx) M	 2Ax

and

(2.n _ YR YL 
	3)( J M	 2Ax

Likewise, at point P, 3V/3t and Dy/Dt may be written as

V - V
,DV,	 P	 M

	Bt P	 At

[4.6]

[4.7]

[4.8]
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(2Y) _PM
'Bt P	 At	 • [4.9]
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Assuming that A = yB
const with B const 

= B
M' substituting Equations 

[4.6],

[4.7] and [4.9] in Equation [4.4], and solving for yp gives

Am (VL - VR)	 Vm (yL - yR)	 .9_,
yp = ym + At [	 •

	
[4.10]

2Ax	 2Ax BDM	 M

Similarly, when Equations [4.6], [4.7] and [4.8] are substituted for the

partial differentials in Equation [4.5], we have

(V
R 

- VL)	 V
P
 - VM	 (YR 	YL) VM

VM	 2Ax	 At	 2Ax
+ g	 +
	 q = g (S - S f) . [4.11]

As mentioned previously, the surface resistance is evaluated by Manning's

formula. Thus, the friction slope is defined by the equation

V2n
2

S -f 2.2082 R
4/3

[4.12]

where R is the hydraulic radius and n is Manning's roughness coeffi-

cient. Evaluating Equation [4.12] at point P in the x-t plane gives

V
2
n
2

S f = 	 4/3
2.2082 RP

[4.13]

For a shallow rectangular channel, R can be approximated by y . There-

fore, substituting Equation [	

P

4.13] in Equation [4.11] and solving for Vp

gives
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2.2082 	4/3	 2.2082 	4/3 f2.2082 	4/3V =	 Y
2Atn 2

g YP	 E Atn2g YP	 2	 P
4Atn g

At	 V qAt
+ VM [1.0 + 2Ax (VL - VR)] + gAtS 	 Am

gAt
2Ax (YL	 YR) }

]1/2 
•

[4.14]

Assuming that appropriate quantities at points L, R and M are given or

can be determined, the solution of Equations [4.10] and [4.14] gives the

water-surface elevation and flow velocity at point P.

Stoker (1953) suggested that the values of ym and Vm can be

approximated by

and

1
YM =	 (YL YR)

1
VM = —2 (V

L 
+ V

R
) .

[4.15]

[4.16]

However, Ragan (1966) discovered that these approximated values yield a

lower discharge than the actual discharge, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

To avoid this type of error, he assumed that the change in the elevation

between points M and K shown on Figure 4.4 is equal to one half of the

average change experienced by the points L and R during the previous

cycle. The change in elevation at points L and R is

AYL = YL(t-At)	 YL(t-3At)
	 [4.17]

and

v
R	 1 11(t-At)	 YR(t-3At) •

[4.18]

The depth at point M can be obtained as
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[4.19]

Since the discharge between the two grid points is linear, the velocity

can be estimated by

Vm = (QL + QR)/2Am .	 [ 4.20]

4.3.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Initial Conditions. The velocities and depths along a channel

are assumed to be zero at the time rainfall begins.

Upstream Boundary Condition. It is obvious from Figure 4.4 that

Equations [4.10] and [4.14] can be applied only if values at x-Ax and

x -i-Ax are available. In other words, values to the left and right of

column x have to be given before values at point P can be computed.

Because of this limitation, these two equations are used to compute only

interior points. Should column x happen to be a computational boundary,

different equations must be used.

The flow through the upstream watershed boundary is assumed to be

zero, i.e., only lateral inflow and flow from branch channels are consid-

ered as the input. Nevertheless, the depth at the upstream boundary is

allowed to rise as storage increases in the channel. Assuming the water

surface is a straight line, the volume of storage between sections 1 and

2 is

Axr (A 1 + A2) .

From the continuity concept, the rate of change of storage within a

section is equal to the difference between the inflow and outflow in that

section. Expressed mathematically,



2 Storage
1-2

A 1 = 	  A2Ax
[4.22]

Storage
(1-2)t = (q (1-2) Ax - Q ) + Storage (12)

t	
2
t	 t-At

40

[4.21]

where Storageu _ 21 denotes the volume of water stored between sections 1
J t

and 2 at time t, q 1 _ 2 is the inflow between sections 1 and 2 in cfs/ft,

and Q2 is the outflow at section 2 at time t. The cross-sectional area
t

at section 1 can be obtained as

and the depth at section I can be computed according to the channel

geometry. Should A
1 
be a negative value (it may occur in a computer

solution during low flows on large slopes), y l will remain as zero.

Downstream Boundary Condition. The downstream boundary is defined

by a series of net points as shown in Figure 4.4. The partial differ-

entials are approximated by the following finite differences:

and

V - V
DV	 M	 L 
DX = Ax

_ YM - YL 
DX	 Ax	 '

V - V
DV	 M	 L _
at	 At

[4.23]

[4.24]

[4.25]

a_L Ym - YL 	[4.26]
at -	 At

With a similar manipulation as described in the previous section, a set

of equations for the velocity and depth at a boundary point, P, is

obtained by substituting the partial derivatives with difference

quotients:



and

= ym + At[
Am 	- vm) vm (yL - ym) a_

v	 T3— Ax	
Axip	 B

M 
J

2.2082 	4/3	 2.2082 	4/3	 2.2082 	4/3
V -	 [ n2gAt 

Y	 Yn
2n

2
gAt	 4n

2
gAt r

	At	
V
M
qAt

+ V
M [1.0 + Ki 

(VL - VM)] + gSAt Am

gAt	 1/2
	Ax (YL - YM	 ]	 -
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[4.27]

[4.28]

4.3.2 Limits for Finite Difference
Solutions

Because of the theory of characteristics governing the two basic

differential equations, there exists a maximum permissible At/Ax ratio in

the finite difference scheme. The maximum permissible ratio is fixed by

the inequality

At , 	1 
Ax V + c

where c is the celerity of small wavelets given by the formula

c	 .	 [4.30]

Substituting Equation [4.30] in Equation [4.29], the maximum permissible

ratio can be obtained by

1 	[4.31]At 
Ax — V + /ET

For example, the maximum At/Ax ratio would be 
0.167 sec/ft for a flow

[4.29]
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depth of 0.5 ft and a maximum velocity of 2 ft/sec. The detailed expla-

nation of this ratio can be found in most textbooks of hydraulics and

fluid mechanics, such as Open-Channel Hydraulics (Chow, 1959).

4.4 Test of Linearity for Flow Rate 

In the simulation of storm runoff, the hydrograph of storm dis-

charge resulting from a series of bursts of excess rain or from continuous

rainfall excess of variable intensity may be constructed from a series of

overlapping subhydrographs, each resulting from a single increment of

rainfall excess of certain duration. This principle is illustrated in

Figure 4.6. The solid lines represent the subhydrographs resulting from

rainfall inputs A and B, respectively. The dashed line represents the

runoff hydrograph for the entire period of the storm. The ordinates of

the runoff hydrograph and subhydrograph A are the same prior to time t.

The ordinates of the runoff hydrograph after time t are equal to the sum

of the corresponding ordinates of subhydrographs A and B.

One of the inherent assumptions for this principle is that the

flow rates are assumed to have a linear characteristic. The most impor-

tant property of a linear relationship between variables is superposition

(additivity). The property of superposition has been verified by

comparing the original hydrograph with the compound one. As shown in

Figure 4.7, the smaller subhydrographs are obtained from a 150-second

rainfall excess by means of the hydraulic routing approach. They are

identical in size and shape but lagged by 150 seconds. As for the larger

hydrographs, the solid line represents the original hydrograph resulting

from a 300-second rainfall excess by means of the hydraulic routing
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approach, while the dashed line represents the summation of the two

smaller subhydrographs. The results indicate that the difference in flow

volume and peak rate between these two hydrographs is less than one

percent. Therefore, the principle of superposition (linearity) is

applicable to the hydraulic routing approach for runoff simulation.

4.5 Model Verification for Hydraulic 
Routing Approach 

A one-acre lot inside the Atterbury experimental watershed located

about eight miles southeast of Tucson, Arizona, is used to verify the

runoff model. The layout of the lot is shown in Figure 4.8a. It

consists of natural soil with an average surface slope of 0.10, and drains

towards a pair of swales in the center. Both swales have a strip of

plastic sheet underneath the gravel surface; thus, they can be considered

as a pair of impervious gutters. The slope of the swales is 0.05, and

the runoff collected from this area is measured at the outlet of the lot.

A Manning's n of 0.03 is used for the swales (Schwab et al., 1966).

For overland flow, a Manning's n of 0.20 is used, as suggested by

Morgali and Linsley (1965).

The lot is decomposed into the equivalent block diagram form, as

illustrated in Figure 4.8b. The storms of August 11 and 14, 1970, are

used for the simulation because they are the only two storms of which the

flow hydrographs were recorded. After subtracting the infiltration loss

and depression storage from the total rainfall, the rainfall excess

intensities of these two storms are obtained. (The detailed procedures

for obtaining rainfall excess intensity is discussed in Section 5.3).

Rainfall inputs arranged as a sequence of one-minute intensities are used
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(b) The Equivalent Block Diagram

Figure 4.8. The Experimental Lot.
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in the prediction. As indicated in Figure 4.9, the rainfall intensity

varies with time; thus, the hydrograph for each uniform block of rainfall

excess is predicted separately. The compound hydrograph is then computed

by summing the individual subhydrographs. A comparison of the observed

and the predicted (synthesized) hydrographs is shown in Figures 4.10 and

4.11. The general shape of the synthesized hydrographs is very similar

to the observed ones. For the storm of August 11, the difference between

the runoff volume is about 3 percent and the peak flow rate, 9 percent.

For the storm of August 14, the error in volume is 6 percent and in peak

flow, only 1 percent. The errors in the hydrograph prediction are

probably caused by the truncation and round-off effects since the

durations of the rainfall inputs are measured in minutes.

4.6 The Hydrologic Routing Approach 

As stated previously, the hydrologic routing approach uses a

depth-discharge relationship incorporated with the equation of continuity.

All of the existing hydrologic routing models are based on this approach,

although the form of the mathematical equations may differ. In applying

this approach to channel flow routing, first of all, the channel should

be conceptually divided into a number of sections, as shown in Figure

4.12. According to the theory of continuity, the difference between

inflow, I, and outflow, 0, of a section is equal to the rate of change of

storage within that section. The mathematical equation can be expressed

as:

AStorage 
I - 0 -	 At

(4.32]
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Figure 4.9. Rainfall Hyetographs for the 
Storms of August 11 and 14, 1970.
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where Storage is the volume of water stored in the section and t is time.

The inflow to a section is the summation of lateral overland flow within

that section and the outflow from the immediate upstream channel section.

1
+	 )

At = 2-x-1,t-1 
+ Q

x-1,t
 + q

x,t-1	 x,t
x,t- —

2

[4.33]

where the subscripts x and t represent space and time. The outflow from

this section, on the other hand, is equal to:

= 1_ (Q0 At	 2	 x,t-1 +
x,t-

[4.34]

Then the recurrence formula derived from Equations [4.32], [4.33] and

[4.34] may be written as follows:

2Ax
21	 Q	 =At - Qx,t-1	 x,t	 At 

(A	 -A - A
x,t-1 )

x,t-

[4.35]

where Q is the lateral overland flow and A is the cross-sectional area of

flow at a given time and space. For a rectangular channel,

A = By	 [4.36]

in which B is the channel width and y is the flow depth.

As for Q
x,t

, it is approximated by a uniform-flow formula, namely,

Manning's formula:

1.49 	2/3 11
2

Q	 =	 A	 R	 [4.37]
x,t	 n	 x,t x,t

where S is the bottom slope of the channel, n is Manning's roughness

coefficient and R is the hydraulic radius which is a function of flow

depth. For a wide and shallow rectangular channel, it can be assumed to

be y. Substituting Equation [4.36] into Equation [4.37] gives
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21	 1.49B 
n	 yx,t

5/3 
S
1 1 2At	 Qx,t-1x,t- —f

28Lx 
(YAt 	- Y	 )x,t

[4.38]

The only unknown, y	 in Equation [4.38] can be solved by the

Newton-Raphson method, an iteration procedure. The Newton-Raphson method

is now the most commonly used method for solving the nonlinear algebraic

equations numerically. Its theory and application can be found in any

textbook of numerical analysis, e.g., Henrici (1964).

4.7 Model Verification for Hydrologic 
Routing Approach 

The test of linearity of flow rate indicates that the property of

superposition of flow hydrographs also holds true for the hydrologic

approach. The model is then tested by use of the same rainfall inputs as

described in Section 4.5. The one-acre lot inside the Atterbury experi-

mental watershed is also decomposed into the equivalent block diagram

form, as shown in Figure 4.8b. The comparisons between the observed and

the synthesized hydrographs are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The

shape of the synthesized hydrographs is about the same as the observed

ones. For the storm of August 11, 1970, the difference between the

runoff volume is about 3.5 percent and the peak flow rate, 4.5 percent.

For the storm of August 14, 1970, the error involved in volume is about

6 percent and in peak flow, only 1 percent.

4.8 A Comparison Between Hydraulic 
and Hydrologic Approach 

The comparison between the hydrographs obtained from the

hydraulic, and the hydrologic routing approach is shown in Figure 4.15.
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The solid line represents the synthesized hydrograph resulting from the

hydraulic routing approach and the dashed line represents the hydrograph

of the hydrologic routing approach. The shapes of these two hydrographs

are nearly identical. The comparisons between flow peaks and time to

peaks at different sections along the channel are presented in Tables 4.1

and 4.2, respectively. The synthesized hydrographs use the following

parameters: L = 300 ft, S 0 = 0.01, i e 
= 1.72 in/hr, D

r 
= 300 sec,

S = 0.02, and increments At = 10 sec and Ax = 50 ft. The input of each

run is the lateral inflow generated by the overland flow model. The

comparisons for the other channel slopes are similar.

The comparison between the water surface profiles generated by

these two methods shows little difference (see Table 4.3). The water

surface profiles at time t = 1000 sec and t = 2000 sec are given in

Figure 4.16. Again, the solid lines represent the profiles resulting

from the hydraulic routing method and the dashed lines represent that

from the hydrologic routing approach. The comparisons of water surface

profiles for the other channel slopes also yield satisfactory results.

In general, the percentage of the differences between these two

approaches decreases as the drainage area is increased.

The total volume of flow summarized from each hydrograph is also

computed. The results at different sections along the channel confirm

with the amount of lateral inflow running into the channel, as shown in

Table 4.4 and Figure 4.17.

The synthesized hydrographs obtained from the hydrologic routing

approach for the storms of August 11 and 14, 1970, are also compared with
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Table 4.1.	 Comparisons Between Flow Peaks.

Section
No.

Flow Peaks (cfs)

Difference
(%)

Hydraulic
Approach

Hydrologic
Approach

1

3

5

7

0.1057

0.3163

0.5258

0.7342

0.1056

0.3157

0.5246

0.7326

0.09

0.18

0.22

0.21

Table 4.2.	 Comparisons Between Time to Peaks.

Section
No.

Time to Peak (minutes)

Difference
(%)

Hydraulic
Approach

Hydrologic
Approach

1

3

5

7

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36.2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46



Table 4.3. Comparisons Between Water Surface Profiles.

Section Hydraulic Hydrologic Difference
No. Approach Approach (%)

(at time t = 1000 seconds)

1 0.0602 0.0580 3.65

3 0.1131 0.1115 1.41

5 0.1520 0.1507 0.85

7 0.1848 0.1837 0.59

(at time t = 2000 seconds)

1 0.0804 0.0781 2.86

3 0.1530 0.1509 1.37

5 0.2070 0.2051 0.91

7 0.2526 0.2519 0.27

59
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Figure 4.16. A Comparison Between Flow Profiles Resulting from Hydraulic

and Hydrologic Approaches.
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those hydrographs obtained from the hydraulic routing approach. As

indicated in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, they are very similar to each other.

Since there is good agreement between the hydrologic and

hydraulic routing approach, it is reasonable to conclude that either one

will be satisfactory for routing flow from land surface through streets

to the watershed outlet. However, the computer time required by the

hydrologic routing approach in runoff simulation is at least 50 percent

less than that required by the hydraulic routing approach. Thus, for

reasons of economy, the hydrologic routing approach is used in this

study.

4.9 Street Cross-Sections 

In previous sections, various approaches of mathematical modeling

for channel flow have been critically examined. The channel flow defined

in this study is that part of runoff which flows in streets since streets

are considered as drainage routes in this study. This section concerns

the role of street cross-sections to the simulation of channel flow.

The street cross-section refers to the profile perpendicular to

the centerline of a street. The centerline is also called the street

crown. The typical cross-section of a local street (a minor traffic

carrier in residential subdivisions) usually consists of two paved traffic

lanes with curbs and gutters along each side of the pavement.

Generally, there are two kinds of curbs and gutters, namely, the

vertical curb and gutter and the roll curb and gutter, as shown in

Figures 4.20a and 4.20b, respectively. For residential areas, however,

the use of roll curb and gutter is strongly favored by planners and
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(c) Wedge Curb and Gutter

Figure 4.20. Types of Street Curbs and Gutters.
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developers because it does not require the additional construction of a

driveway entrance for each home. In addition, it is convenient for

parallel parking along the streets. Recently, many of the developers

have replaced roll curbs and gutters by wedge curbs because wedge curbs

are more easily constructed than roll curbs and gutters (see Figure

4.20c). A street with wedge curbs and gutters is the type of street

considered in this study. A typical layout for a wedge-curb street cross-

section is shown in Figure 4.21. The wedge curb is two feet wide and

six inches high.

According to the engineering specifications of most cities and

counties in Arizona, the typical crown slope is two percent toward the

gutter. A few existing streets in this area have inverted crowns which

cause the traveled roadways to function as drainage channels. The

Boards of Supervisors in most counties, however, no longer permit such

dished streets in newly developed subdivisions since any pavement

cracking allows leakage to the sub-base which in turn affects the

traffic-carrying portion of the street first. In addition, water

splashing onto windshields of on-coming traffic is hazardous. Therefore,

streets with an inverted crown are not considered in this study.

As rain falls upon the paved surface and the adjacent land areas,

water will flow in the gutter of the street. Whenever 
the cumulative

flow depth is higher than the elevation of the street 
crown, water will

move across the crown and flow into the gutter of the 
other side of the

street, and will form two channels. In cases 
when water stages in both

sides of the street are above the crown, the 
street becomes a single

channel again. In other words, at a given time the 
number of channels in
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the street can be either one or two. This phenomenon is illustrated

graphically in Figure 4.22. Since the inflows from adjacent land and

streets are unsteady, the number of channels within each street will

fluctuate back and forth over time.

Moreoever, since the flow along the street is non-uniform, the

location of the control point at which the water starts to move across

the crown varies with time. The fluctuation of channel numbers and the

instability of the control point complicate water profile computation.

This complexity becomes insurmountable when the flow reaches a street

intersection. Since the crown elevation of a local street is only a

couple of inches higher than the gutter elevation and the low flow in

gutters is not too important in this study, the street cross-section is

approximated by an equivalent rectangular section.

The equivalent rectangular section is approximated in such a way

that its water area is equal to the actual water area of a street cross-

section. Let subscript o denote the values corresponding to the actual

street section (Figure 4.23),

A _  By  = 1
Ao 54 y

o

2

from which

_ (By1 1/2 .
yo - `54 )

Also,

R = R
0
 = 1-
 2 '

[4.39]

[4.40]

[4.41]
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Figure 4.22. The Relationships Between the Number of Channels and Flow
Depth.
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Thus,

R = ( B)1 ,1/2
216
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[4.42]

where A = cross-sectional area,

B = street width,

R = hydraulic radius, and

y = depth of flow.

The comparisons between the hydrographs generated by an equiva-

lent rectangular section and a typical street section are shown in Figure

4.24. The solid line indicates the flow resulting from the rectangular

approximation and the dashed line represents the flow from the typical

street cross-section. Table 4.5 presents the comparisons between flow

peak rates resulting from a typical street cross-section and an equiva-

lent rectangular cross-section at different sections along a channel.

The percentage of the difference on peak rates becomes smaller as the

catchment area is increased. The time to peaks resulting from these two

cross-sections are the same (see Table 4.6).

When water flows through a curved channel, the centrifugal force

acting on the flow around the curve produces a rise in the water surface

at the outer bank with an accompanying lowering at the inner bank. This

phenomenon is known as superelevation. The magnitude of superelevation

is directly proportional to the velocity squared and indirectly to the

radius of the curve. In curvilinear streets, however, the flow velocities

in gutters are very small and the radii of the curves are large. The

superelevation normally is less than one hundredth of an inch, and hence

it is negligible.
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Table 4.5. Comparisons Between Flow Peak Rates Resulting from
a Typical Street Section and an Equivalent
Rectangular Section.

Flow Peaks (cfs)

Section Typical Rectangular Difference
No. Section Approximation (%)

1 1.3948 1.5111 7.70

2 2.0877 2.2045 5.30

3 3.1059 3.2269 3.70

Table 4.6. Comparisons Between Time to Peak Resulting from a
Typical Street Section and an Equivalent
Rectangular Section.

Section
No.

Time to peak (minutes)

Difference
(%)

Typical
Section

Rectangular
Approximation

1

2

3

92

92

93

92

92

93

0.00

0.00

0.00
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4.10 Flow Through Channel Junctions 

Most, if not all, street intersections serve as junctions for

channel flow. Flow through a channel junction is a phenomenon that

involves many variables, such as the number of the adjoining channels,

the direction and discharge of flow, the angles of intersection, the

shapes and slopes of the channels, etc. In general, the flow character-

istics at a junction can be classified into three cases, namely, combining

flow, dividing flow, or both.

The nature of a combining flow is that two or more channels

combine into a single channel. The depth immediately below the junction

will be fixed by the backwater characteristics of that channel reach and

the magnitudes of the combined rates of flow.

For a channel of steep slope, the variations in discharge in

either channel may be assumed to have little effect upon stages in the

other channel above the junction, and flow rates in each branch may then

be routed separately and the resultant outflows will be obtained by

direct addition. McLaughlin, Kim and Dailey (1966) also assumed that

the flow from tributaries into the junction is not affected by the back-

water effect or energy loss. But these assumptions will be invalid for

street intersections because the backwater effect does exist in this area.

In channels of a flat slope where upstream stages in either (or

both) of the adjoining channels are affected by variations in discharge

in the other, no direct solution can be reached. In such cases, a

physical model study will give the best solution (Chow, 1959). Otherwise,

the solution requires direct measurements of flow discharge below the

junction (Gilcrest, 1950). Taylor (1944) obtained an empirical equation
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relating the flow rate and depth in a tributary to the flow rate and

depth just below the junction. However, the flows were restricted to

subcritical and the channels used in his experiment were horizontal with

equal width.

Stoker (1957) used the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers as an illustration to solve the river confluence problem. Since

the flow rate and depth in the Ohio River are much smaller than those in

the Mississippi River, a flood wave will initiate in the Ohio River at a

point L miles upstream from the junction and the water level between that

point and the junction will rise gradually (see Figure 4.25). If the

depthsofthreechannelsatthejunctionareallequalto yj.,by assuming

a value of y., Q
3
 may be computed. Then

3 

Q2 = Q3 - (11 •
	 [4.43]

SinceY . and Q
2 

are now known, the length, L, of the backwater curve can3

be computed. If the computed L agrees with the given L, the values.Y3

and Q
3 
are correct. Otherwise, new values should be assumed until the

correct values are obtained. It is a trial and error procedure. Never-

theless, Stoker's method cannot be applied to this study because the

distance L has to be determined by field measurement.

In dividing flow, the problem is somewhat different from the

case of combining flow. In the case of dividing flow, the unknowns are

likely to be the flow distribution at the junction for a given discharge

in the main channel. Taylor (1944) also made some laboratory investiga-

tions into dividing flow. In his experiments, the flows were subcritical

and the channels were horizontal. However, if we want to apply his
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Mississippi River

Figure 4.25. A Junction Problem of the Ohio and the Mississippi Rivers.
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results to our problem, the rating curves for sections immediately below

the junction have to be given. His empirical solutions are graphically

displays. Those solutions involve a laborious trial and error process.

Wylie (1972) used a different approach to model steady-state,

subcritical flow in dividing channel systems. He derived an equation

which relates the flow rate to the energy level in each single channel

reach. With the continuity theory applied at each junction (node), i.e.,

the summation of flows at each node is zero, a set of flow equations can

be obtained. The number of sets is equal to the number of nodes in the

system. If the energy level and the flow rates at the last node are

given, the flow distribution in each branch can be obtained by solving

these nonlinear equations simultaneously. Unfortunately, this approach

is not appropriate to this study because it requires a priori knowledge

of the energy level and the flow rate at the watershed outlet.

Krishnappa and Seetharamiah (1963) also did some study on dividing

flow. In their study the horizontal main channel carried 
a subcritical

flow and the sloping branch carried a supercritical 
flow. The branch

flow is treated as a flow through a side weir of zero 
height.

So far, it has been demonstrated that general solutions for

channel junction problems are extremely difficult to obtain by 
the

hydraulic approach. Therefore, flows through street intersections will

be simulated by the hydrologic approach.

In the modeling of a street intersection, 
all streets are assumed

to intersect each other at right angles, since most cities 
and counties

in Arizona encourage that street intersections 
should be as nearly as

possible at right angles. The major types of 
street intersections can be
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divided into the following cases according to their geometry:

Case 1. Three-street junction with two inflows and one outflow

(Figure 4.26a).

Case 2. Three-street junction with one inflow and two outflows

(Figure 4.26b).

Case 3. Four-street junction with three inflow and one outflow

(Figure 4.26c).

Case 4. Four-street junction with two inflows and two outflows

(Figure 4.26d).

Case 5. Four-street junction with one inflow and three outflows

(Figure 4.26e).

The junction is assumed to behave as a reservoir with a horizontal

surface. The net discharge into the junction is equal to the change in

reservoir storage. If the total inflow to the junction exceeds the

allowable carrying capacity for the channel reach immediately below the

junction, the storage at the junction will be increased and the steady

backwater will be formed in the inflow channels above the junction. The

allowable carrying capacity for the channel reach below the junction will

be computed by means of Manning's formula. Let y. denote the depth at

the junction, then

Change of Storage 
Inflow - Outflow = At

[4.44]

Considering Case 1 shown in Figure 4.27, the mathematical

expression of the above equation is

1.49B3	 5/3
S3	 =
1/2 	-

n3
I -	 "	 AtY3

[4.45]
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(c)
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Figure 4.26. Types of Street Intersections.
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Figure 4.27. A General Sketch for Three-Channel Junction with Inflow
from the Tributary: Case One.
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where I is the total inflow above the junction, B is the channel width,

S is the channel bottom slope, n is Manning's coefficient of roughness,

V- is the storage volume at the junction and t represents time. The

subscript 3 signifies values in the channel reach below the junction.

Assuming that the backwater curve lies horizontal, with reference

to Figure 4.28, the volume of the storage at the junction can be

approximated as

B
2 	2	

B
1 ,

2 3 3 	25 2
	Y )	 •V- = B B y. +

2	
-	 -	

2
2S

1 	3
	 1

Substituting Equation [4.46] to Equation [4.45] gives

[4.46]

B
2 B3

 y.
B
2	 2	

B
1 2

( Yi	 y2 ) +	 1 (Y • - 
Y 1 )

32  

1.49t By.
5/3 S 3

1/2 - IAt - Vi -1 = 0
n3	 3

[4.47]

Theonlyunknown.in Equation [4.47] can be solved by theY)

Newton-Raphson method. The implicit assumptions of Equation [4.46] are

that the water stage at a junction is common to all branches, and the

velocity energy from the tributary is dissipated entirely at a junction.

The junction for Case 2 is also assumed to behave as a reservoir

so that the net discharge into the junction is equal to the change of

reservoir storage. The water stages in all channels are assumed to be at

the same level. By applying the continuity equation 
and the Manning

formula, the relationship between the inflow and outflow of the 
system

will be

1.49B2	 5/3	 1/2 1.49B3 	5/3 s 1/2 _ Vt	 Vt-1 

Q1 -	 n2	
Yj	 S2	 n3	 Yj	 3	 -	 At	

. [4.48]
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Figure 4.28 A General Sketch for Three-Channel Junction with Inflow

from the Tributary: Case Two.
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Assuming that the drawdown curve is a straight line, the total volume of

the junction storage at time t can be expressed as

B
1 r	V- = B B y.	 12

t	 2 3 3	 2S `Y 1	 Yj ) 	•	
[4.49]

1

Substituting Equation [4.49] to Equation [4.48] gives

B
1 	2	

1.49B
2
At

B
2
B
3
y
j 

- 
2S

1 (y
1	 yj

)	 .
n 2	

5/ 3 S
2
1/2

Y 3

1.49B
3
At

	

•3
	 1/2 - Q

1
At -	 = 0 .Yn3	

3
[4.50]

Again,theonlymknown Y3.in Equation [4.50] can be found by the Newton-

Raphson method.

Four-street junction are combinations of the aforementioned two

cases. Applying the continuity equation and

relationship between the inflow(s) and outflow(s) at the junction will be

1.49B
4 	5/3 

S4
1/2 

	- 
*-t-1 

Q1	 Q2	 Q3 -	 n4	
y.	 •

	

3	 At
[4.51]

similar ly,theectuationwhichcontainstheunkmwn, y., for Case 3 can be

obtained as

B
3 B4

 y.
 3

B
1 ,	 ,2 

+ B
2	 2	

B
3 	 2

rv - v ) + — Or. - Y )+	 or. - y )	 Ts— -'j	 -2	 2S3	
3	 32S

1 	3	 1	 2

4. 1.49At B4yi 5/3 s 41/2 _ (Q1 + Q2 + Q3)At
n4  

-	 0 .
t-1 

= [4.52]

By the same token, the equation for Case 4 will be
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2	
B
21	 2	 1.49AtB

3 B 4
 y. + 	 - y ) + —„ (y. - y2) +  n	Bay.

 5/3 
S 3

1/2
	3	 2S	 3	 1

1	 LJ
2	

3
3

1.49At 
B y. 5/3 S

4
1/2 

- (Q
1 

+
n
4
	4j 	 -	 = 0	 [4.53]

And the equation for Case 5 will be

	

B B y. + — (Y. - Y	 +	 B v 5/3 c 1/21	 ,2	 1.49At 

	

3 4 3	 2S
1	

3	 1	 n 2	
2'j

1.49At 	5/3	 1/2	 1.49At 

	

B y.	 S	 B y.
5/3 S

4
1/2

n3	
3	 3	 n4	

4 3

	

- Q
1
 At -	 = 0 .
	 [4.54]

4.11 Watershed Representation 

A complete urban-runoff model including simulations of overland

flow, channel flow and flow through channel junctions has been presented

in previous sections. This section deals with the application of this

runoff model to urban watersheds.

As stated earlier, surface runoff consists of two parts. That

part which flows over the land surface toward streets is assumed to be

overland flow; that part which flows in the streets is assumed to be

channel flow. The natural complexities of urban watersheds are

represented by a group of subcatchments connected by channels.

•Each of the irregular subcatchments is approximated by an equiva-

lent rectangular element connected by channels in a manner as shown in

Figure 4.29a. The rainfall input to each subcatchment is assumed to have

a spatially uniform distribution. It may vary, however, 
in a completely

unrestricted manner between adjacent elements. The surface cover and

ground slope within each subcatchment is also assumed to be uniform.



(d) A Basic Layout of the System

(a) The Overland Flow Plane
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Figure 4.29. A General Layout for Subcatchment Elements.
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Also, public and private sidewalks draining onto pervious areas are

considered as part of the pervious areas. Roofs are also considered as

pervious areas since rainfall on roofs generally discharges onto lawns.

All of the streets between each pair of nodes are considered as

prismatic channels. The basic layout of the system is illustrated in

Figure 4.29b. It is apparent that the runoff water from one street is a

source of inflow to its adjacent downstream streets.

4.12 Runoff Simulation Procedures 

The procedures of the runoff simulation are described by the flow

chart diagram shown in Figure 4.30. The overland flow from a subcatch-

ment is computed first. The computation is based on Equations [4.3a] to

[4.3h]. After the computations for all subcatchments and streets related

to a street intersection are completed, the flow depth and branch flow

rates at the street intersection are computed. These steps are repeated

until all the street intersections are finished.

A computer program was written to handle the simulation of runoff.

A user's manual and the detailed explanation, flow chart and program

listing for each subrouting are presented in Appendix B. The results of

the application of the runoff model to an urban watershed are discussed

in Section 5.6.

4.13 Parameter Influence on the 
Flow Hydrograph 

A sensitivity test was conducted on some of the model parameters,

such as Manning's roughness coefficient, time and space increments, and

land slopes.
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Figure 4.30. Flow Chart Diagram for Runoff Simulation.
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Figure 4.31 is a plot showing the effect of land slope and length

to the time to equilibrium in overland flow simulation. The results

indicate that the time to equilibrium decreases with increasing land

slope and increases, on the other hand, with the increasing of the length

of path.

4.13.1 Channel Roughness

The effect of the variation of Manning's n on the outflow hydro-

graph may be seen in Figure 4.32. The solid line represents the hydro-

graph for n = 0.016 and the dashed line for n = 0.030. Tables 4.7 and

4.8 show that the effect of Manning's n on flow peaks and time to peaks

is very small. In other words, the outflow hydrographs generated by the

hydrologic routing model are not too sensitive to Manning's n, if it is

selected from a reasonable range. This finding coincides with Linsley's

(1971) conclusion. Yet the flow depths resulting from different values

of Manning's n have a significant variation, as shown in Figure 4.33 and

Table 4.9.

4.13.2 Time and Space Increments

Generally, the accuracy of the synthesized hydrographs is

probably improved by use of smaller time and space increments, but this

increases the computational time required for routing. There are three

problems to be considered in choosing the magnitude of the increments:

1. How sensitive is the outflow hydrograph to temporal varia-

tions in the input rainfall excess or overland flow?

2. How sensitive is the outflow hydrograph to spatial variations

in the watershed? We must be sure that the space increment
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Figure 4.31. Effect of Land Slope and Length to Time to Equilibrium in
Simulating Overland Flow.
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Table 4.7. Effect of Manning's n on Flow Peak Rate.

Flow Peaks (cfs)

Section Difference
No. n = 0.030 n = 0.016 (%)

1 0.2108 0.2109 0.04

2 0.4203 0.4208 0. 11

3 0.6287 0.6296 0.14

Table 4.8. Effect of Manning's n on Time to Peak.

Time to Peak (minutes)

Difference
(%)

Section
No. n = 0.030 n = 0.016

1

2

3

36

36

36

36

36

36

0.00

0 .00

0.00
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Figure 4.33. Effect of Manning's n on Flow Depth.



Table 4.9. Effect of Manning's n on Flow Depth.

Section
No.

Flow Depth (feet)

Difference
(%)n = 0.030	 n = 0.016

(at time t = 1000 seconds)

1 0.0876	 0.0631 27.96

2 0.1321	 0.0975 26.19

3 0.1678	 0.1262 24.79

(at time t = 2000 seconds)

1 0.1183	 0.0865 26.88

2 0.1793	 0.1351 24.65

3 0.2292	 0.1765 22.99

94
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is small enough that the hydrograph error due to approxima-

tion of lumping into finite distances over which the param-

eters are constant is significantly small.

3. The ratio of At and Ax must be small enough to ensure

stability of the solution.

Figure 4.34 presents a comparison between a hydrograph for t = 20

seconds and that for t = 30 seconds. The effect of time increment to

peak flow rates and time to peaks is shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11. As

one may see, the differences are very small. Similar tests are conducted

for different sets of input and all the results verify that the effect of

the variation of time increment is not significant. Figure 4.35 and

Tables 4.12 and 4.13 indicate that the effect of variation of space

increment on a flow hydrograph is very small. The results from other

sets of input also support this conclusion. The solution is always stable

as long as the ratio of At and Ax is less than one. The effect of varia-

tion of time and space increments on flow depth is generally negligible.

4.13.3 Time Distribution of
Rainfall Excess

Three kinds of rainfall inputs were used to test the effect of

the time distribution of rainfall excess on hydrograph simulations. As

shown in Figure 4.36, the first input is a rainfall-excess hyetograph

with a uniform intensity; the second input is a hyetograph 
with an

increasing intensity; the third input is similar to the second one 
except

the shape of the hyetograph is more nonuniform. 
The volumes of the three

rainfall inputs are equal; only the time 
distributions are different.
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Table 4.10. Effect of Time Increment on Flow Peak Rate.

Flow Peaks (cfs)

Difference
(%)

Section
No.	 At = 20 seconds At = 30 seconds

1 0.8170 0.8373 2.48

2 1.5111 1.5332 1.46

3 2.2045 2.2293 1.11

4 3.2245 3.2503 0.80

Table 4.11.	 Effect of Time Increment on Time to Peak.

Time to Peak (minutes)

Difference
(%)

Section
No.	 At = 20 seconds At = 30 seconds

91.3 92.0 0.72

92.0 92.0 0.00

92.6 93.0 0.35

93.7 93.5 0.17
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Table 4.12. Effect of Space Increment on Flow Peak Rate.

Flow Peaks (cfs)

Section
No.	 Ax = 50 feet	 Ax = 100 feet

Difference
( 96 )

1 0.2110 0.2267 7.44

2 0.4206 0.4163 1.02

3 0.6300 0.6101 3.15

Table 4.13. Effect of Space Increment on Time to Peak.

Time to Peak (minutes)
Difference

(%)
Section

No.	 Ax = 50 feet Ax = 100 feet

1

2

3

36.0

36.2

36.2

36.0

36.2

36.3

0.00

0.00

0.46
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Figure 4.36. Rainfall Inputs.
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Figure 4.37 is a plot of the corresponding hydrographs resulting from

these three inputs. The peak rate, at the outlet of a watershed,

resulting from input One is about 7 percent lower than that from input

Three. Also, there is a 10-minute difference between the times at which

these two peaks occur. The peak flow rate resulting from input Two is

only 1.7 percent lower than that from input Three. The difference

between time to peaks is only 2 minutes. For all practical purposes,

input Two is just as precise as input Three. Thus, input Two is used in

this study (see Section 5.4).

The effect of rainfall input on the hydrographs resulting from

street networks has been examined too. Figure 4.38 shows a rectangular

street pattern and a dendritic street pattern. Figures 4.39 to 4.42

illustrate part of the simulation results. The difference between 
the

magnitudes of flow peaks at each node varies within the range 
from 2 to 7

percent. An attempt was made to correlate the percentage 
of difference

between flow peaks from rainfall inputs One and Two with 
the catchment

areas. However, there is no evidence to support this correlation.

The determination of the model parameters is discussed 
in

Section 5.5.

4.14 Summary 

A framework of a 
distributed system model has been constructed

for simulating the runoff hydrographs 
and flow depths at certain points

on the streets. The model is divided into three 
major parts, namely, the

overland flow, the channel (street) 
flow and the drainage network.

The dimensionless hydrograph derived by Morgali 
and Linsley
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---- From Input One

Figure 4.37. Effect of Rainfall 
Inputs on Flow Hydrographs.



(a) The Assumed Rectangular Pattern

(b) The Assumed Dendritic 
Pattern
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Figure 4.38. The Assumed Street Patterns.
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Figure 4.40. Effect of Rainfall 
Inputs on Flow Hydrographs from a

Rectangular Pattern (at Node 7).
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(1965) is used to simulate the overland flow. A hydrologic routing

model, which utilizes the Manning formula and the continuity equation, is

used to simulate the flow along the streets.

The street cross-sections are assumed to be rectangular. The

runoff water from one street is a source of inflow to its adjacent down-

stream streets. In the modelling of a street network, all streets are

assumed to intersect each other at right angles. Each intersection is

assumed to behave as a reservoir with a horizontal water surface. A

computer program based on the hydrologic routing approach is written to

handle the simulation of runoff from a drainage network.

The results of the application of this runoff model to a small

watershed are presented in Section 5.6.



CHAPTER 5

A CASE STUDY

In this chapter, possible subdivions of a parcel of land for

each of three different types of street patterns are shown. The runoff

from each pattern is estimated by means of the model discussed in

Chapter 4. The runoff hydrographs and flow depths from these different

patterns are compared and examined. The cost-effectiveness technique

is applied to evaluate these patterns.

5.1 Description of the Pilot Watershed 

A parcel of land with rather uniform slope located approximately

20 miles south of Willcox, Arizona, is selected for this study. This

land will eventually be developed by Horizon Corporation as a retirement

residential area. As shown in Figure 5.1, it is bounded by Arizona 
High-

way 666 and three other roads. On the average, these surrounding roads

are three feet higher than the land surface and serve as the 
boundaries

of the drainage basin. The total area is about one square mile and the

average slope is about one percent. The land 
could be developed according

to numerous types of street patterns. 
However, only three typical

patterns representing respectively the 
rectangular, curvilinear and

dendritic shape are planned as examples in 
order to demonstrate the

effect of street patterns on drainage.

109
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Figure 5.1. The Pilot Watershed.
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Since this parcel of land is located in Cochise County, the

arrangement and design of all streets must conform to the Subdivision

Regulation and Requirements and Minimum Standards for Subdivision Street

Paving (undated), approved by the Cochise County Board of Supervisors.

Following are the selected regulations relevant to our study:

1. Street intersections shall be as nearly as possible at right

angles and not less than 75 degrees.

2. Avoid street jogs with centerline offsets of less than 135

feet.

3. The minimum right-of-way width for local streets shall be 50

feet.

4. Include no dead-end streets designed to be longer than 600

feet.

5. There shall be, in general, a minimum grade of at least 0.5

percent on all streets; a maximum grade of 10 percent on

local streets for distances of 600 feet maximum.

6. Vertical curves shall be used in chages of grade exceeding

one percent. The length of the curve shall approximate 25

feet on local streets.

7. Alleys not less than 20 feet in width shall be provided at

the rear of all lots with more than 
one acre total area.

8. Depth-to-width ratio of the usable area of a lot shall

usually be not greater than three-to-one.

9. The subdividing of the land 
shall be such as to provide, by

means of a public street, each lot 
with satisfactory access
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to an existing public street.

10. Block length shall not exceed 1500 feet.

Closely following the Cochise County Subdivision Regulations, the

pilot watershed is subdivided in such a manner that:

1. The size of each lot is equal to or slightly greater than one

acre.

2. All streets intersect at right angles.

3. Streets are laid out to conform to the drainage directions.

4. Wedge curbs are provided along both sides of pavement.

5. Unless stated specifically, the right-of-way for each street

is 50 feet and the corresponding paving width is 30 feet,

face-to-face curb.

6. The crown slope of all streets is 2 percent.

7. A 20-foot alley is provided at the rear end of each lot.

8. The street slopes are designed to match the existing

topography as closely as possible.

The sketch plates for three different street patterns are shown

in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Two types of finish grading are used in

the planning of each individual lot, as shown in Figure 5.5. The surface

runoff collected from a Type A lot will drain onto the street in front of

the lot. The runoff collected from a Type B lot will flow across 
the

back alley onto the rear lower lot and will eventually drain onto 
the

other street.

In general, the area of land dedicated for 
right-of-way use is

larger in a rectangular pattern than in a 
curvilinear or dendritic pattern

because the length of streets is longer in a 
rectangular system.
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Figure 5.2. The Rectangular Pattern.
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Figure 5.3. The Curvilinear 
Pattern.
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Figure 5.4. The Dendritic Pattern.
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Nevertheless, due to the irregularity of the streets' arrangement in

curvilinear and dendritic systems, the total number of lots created by a

curvilinear or a dendritic pattern is about the same as that created by a

rectangular pattern. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the total

number of lots created by a subdivision is independent from the street

pattern. The number of lots in the study is 655.

The determination of rainfall input for this analysis is

presented in the next three sections.

5.2 Precipitation Pattern 

There are two distinct seasons of the year when precipitation is

common in Arizona. The first rainy season, principally resulting from

local convective storms, lasts approximately from July to mid-September.

About 55% of the mean annual precipitation of 11.0 inches falls during

this period. The second rainy season, mainly caused by cyclonic storms,

extends from December through the middle of March.

Winter storms commonly are less intense, longer, but more wide-

spread than those of summer. In southern Arizona, severe storm runoff

occurs almost exclusively from the short duration, high intensity,

convective summer thunderstorms (Osborn and Reynolds, 1963), so it is the

sole type of storm input considered in this study.

Summer storms are often accompanied by gusty winds, lightning,

and sometimes by hail. Their formation is 
due to a condition of atmo-

spheric instability. This unstable condition 
is caused by the upward

movement of a warm, moist air mass 
heated from the local ground surface

(Williams, 1950). The chimney-tYpe updraft of air mass is called 
a
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thunderstorm cell. Most thunderstorms are thought to have from one to

five cells. Each cell has a well-defined life span of three general

stages: the beginning, the mature and the dying stage. The life span of

a single cell is normally less than an hour. Since the thunderstorm is

often composed of more than one cell at different stages of development,

the whole storm may last for several hours (Tufty, 1970).

Osborn and Reynolds (1963) have observed that the occurrence of

the convective thunderstorm cell is randomly distributed in space. From

radar studies, Ackerman (1959) discovered that once a thunderstorm cell

has occurred, it moves very little during its life span. The isohyetal

maps indicate that the spatial distribution of thunderstorm patterns

tends to be elliptical. The average major axis is about 1.5 
times the

length of the mean minor axis. When the radius of the 
circle is computed

as the average of the axes, the difference between areas enclosed by 
a

circle and by an ellipse is less than 10 percent (Fogel 
and Duckstein,

1969). Additionally, Osborn (1971) found that for 
larger events the

isohyetal pattern appeared to be more 
circular than elliptical.

Based on the data 
collected from Atterbury experimental watershed

near Tucson, Arizona, Fogel and Duckstein (1969) 
developed a mathematical

model to describe the area-depth relationship 
of summer convective

storms. The formula is

-r 2b
R = Ro e 

-0.67Ro
where	 = 0.27e

R = storm center depth, and
o 

[5.11
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R = depth of rainfall along an isohyet which is at a distance r

from the storm center.

Applying Equation [5.1] to our pilot watershed, the depth of rainfall at

the farthest point of the watershed is generally equal to 95 percent of

the storm center depth. For larger events the percentage is even higher.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the spatial distribution of storm

rainfall is uniform throughout the pilot watershed.

The estimation of rainfall excess is covered in the following

section.

5.3 Estimation of Rainfall Excess 

Rainfall excess is that part of rainfall that contributes directly

to the surface runoff. The abstractions from the rainfall are the

remaining parts which do not eventually become surface runoff, such as

evaporation, transpiration, interception, infiltration and depression

storage.

Since the duration of summer convective storms is very short, the

rate of evaporation and transpiration during intense, runoff-producing

storms is negligible. As for interception, the magnitude of interception

is dependent on the percentage of the total area covered by the horizontal

projected leaf surfaces. The vegetation in this area consists mostly of

desert plants which have relatively small leaves. Moreoever, through a

sensitivity analysis, Crawford (1968) discovered that watershed response

to interception processes shows only minor influences. 
Thus, interception

during the storm can also be considered negligible.
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The most important factor which dominates the estimation of

rainfall excess is the infiltration rate. The infiltration rate is the

rate at which water actually enters the soil during a storm. The

maximum rate at which the soil under a given condition is capable of

absorbing water is called its infiltration capacity. The infiltration

rate during a storm must equal the infiltration capacity or the rainfall

intensity, whichever is least. As indicated in Figure 5.6a, the area

under the infiltration capacity curve represents the volume infiltrated.

If, at the beginning of the rainfall, the intensity is less than the

infiltration capacity, then the actual infiltration rate equals the

rainfall rate until the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration

capacity as shown in Figure 5.6b.

Figure 5.7 is a collection of infiltration capacity curves for

various kinds of surfaces covering different conditions. Curves 1 and 2

are obtained by Cluff (1971) at Page Ranch near Tucson. Curve 3 is also

obtained by Cluff (1971) at the Atterbury experimental watershed for

cleared surface. The type of soil over Page Ranch and the Atterbury

experimental watershed is similar to the type of soil in Tucson. Thus,

Curve 1 is used for estimating infiltration capacity 
in grass-covered

areas. Curve 4, which is obtained by taking the average values from

Curves 2 and 3, is used for cleared areas. 
The ratio between the grass

area and the cleared area is about 
one-to-two; Curve 5 is constructed by

combining Curves 1 and 4 according to this ratio. 
It is used to

represent the infiltration capacity in 
residential areas.

Rain water that is collected and held in small depressions and

does not become part of the 
general runoff is called depression storage.
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Most of this water eventually infiltrates or evaporates after the storms.

These depressions vary widely in area and depth; their size depends to a

considerable degree on the definition of a depression. There is no

information about depression storage in this area. Horton (1935) assumed

0.0625 inch for impervious areas and 0.25 inch for pervious areas.

These assumptions, when there is a lack of data for the catchment under

consideration, seem reasonable from observations made during rainfalls

(Keifer and Chu, 1957; Tholin and Keifer, 1960).

Usually, antecedent soil moisture plays an important role in the

estimation of rainfall excess. Nevertheless, many researchers have

discovered that antecedent soil moisture gives little improvement on the

rainfall-runoff (rainfall excess) relation for the convective storms over

the southwestern watersheds (Keep le, 1965; Schreiber and 
Kincaid, 1967;

Fogel, 1969; Osborn and Lane, 1969). In addition, Feddes, Clark and

Runnels (1970) have drawn the same conclusion for the 
urban watersheds in

Texas. This is not to say that the 
antecedent soil moisture has no

effect on rainfall excess but rather that the 
likelihood of two or more

storms occurring on the same area within a short 
time span is remote.

5.4 The Design Storm

Based on the results obtained by Fogel 
and Duckstein (1969), the

estimated rainfall amounts for selected return periods 
in southwestern

Arizona are listed in Table 5.1. The 
two-year storm is chosen to be the

design storm since most of the cities and 
counties in the southwestern

states (including Cochise County) require that streets should be able to

carry off the runoff resulting from a 
two-year storm. The total amount

of a two-year storm is 0.95 inch.



Table 5.1. The Estimated Rainfall Amounts for Selected Re-
turn Periods in Southeastern Arizona (after
Fogel and Duckstein, 1969).

Return Period (years) Storm Center Depth (inches)

2 0.95

5 1.77

10 2.30

25 2.96

50 3.50

100 4.00
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As stated in the previous chapter, the input of the runoff model

rainfall varies with

pattern for the

study is to evaluate

is rainfall intensity. Usually, the intensity of

time during a summer storm, but there is no fixed

varying intensities. Since the objective of this

the effect of street patterns on drainage, and not to design the drainage

system of a street pattern, a uniform intensity through the storm period

is assumed. Rainfall intensity is, by definition, the ratio of total

rainfall amount to storm duration. The duration of a summer thunderstorm

in southeastern Arizona generally varies from a range of a few minutes to

two hours (Sellers, 1964). Based on data for 79 storm centers collected

from Atterbury experimental watershed, the average duration is equal to

0.79 hour, or 47.4 minutes. Therefore, the corresponding 
design

intensity of the two-year storm is equal to 1.20 inches/hour. Since 
in

residential areas the total impervious area is about 
one-third of the

total area, the depression storage is 0.17 inch. 
Likewise, the

depression storage for pervious areas is 0.02 inch. 
Thus, the total

depression storage is 0.19 inch.

storage and infiltration losses

curve as shown in Figure 5.8a.

uniform step blocks (Figure 5.

After subtracting the depression

the rainfall excess intensity becomes a

The curve is then approximated by three

8b). These three blocks will be used as

the design rainfall-excess input for the simulation of 
runoff.

The determination of 
model parameters is discussed in the

following section.
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5.5 Determination of Model Parameters 

5.5.1 Length

The length of overland flow plane for each subcatchment and the

length for each street are directly measured from the maps.

5.5.2 Slope

Both the land surface slopes and the street slopes are computed

by use of a map on which the contour interval is two feet.

5.5.3 Roughness

Chow (1959) expresses Manning's n as

n	 (1) (1R) k 1/6
	

[5.2]

where

(

in which k is

(R/k) '6
21.9 log (12.2 R/k)

the roughness height in feet. The

[5.3]

result of a sensitivity

analysis indicates that, for a wide range of R/k, the change of 
(1)(R/k) is

very small. Thus, it may be approximated as a constant. Based on actual

observations, Strickler (1923) obtains an average value of 
cp(R/k) =

0.0342. Zwamborn (1966), on the other hand, discovered that 
the mean

roughness height of concrete gutters is 0.0066 
ft. Therefore, a Manning's

n of 0.016 is used for the simulation of 
channel flow. In the

simulation of overland flow, a Manning's n 
of 0.20 is used, as suggested

by Morgali and Linsley (1965).
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5.5.4 Time and Space Increments

As stated in Section 4.9, the ratio of the time interval, At, and

the space interval, Ax, has to be less than one to ensure a stable

solution. In order to satisfy the bound of this ratio, the time

increment in this study is chosen to be one minute and the space increments

are set to be within the range of 100 to 200 feet.

The runoff resulting from each street pattern is discussed in

Section 5.6.

5.6 Hydrologic Effects on 
Street Patterns 

The runoff resulting from each street pattern has been simulated

according to the procedures outlined in Section 4.12. Figure 5.9 shows

a plot of hydrographs resulting from different street patterns at the

outlet of the pilot watershed. The peak flow rate resulting from the

rectangular pattern is 13 percent higher than that from the curvilinear

pattern and 29 percent higher than that from the dendritic pattern.

The time to peak from the rectangular pattern is 7 minutes

shorter than that from the curvilinear pattern and 15 minutes shorter

than that from the dendritic pattern.

The dendritic and curvilinear patterns have some streets whose

slopes are small in comparison with the streets in the rectangular

pattern. It is probably for this reason that the hydrographs from the

dendritic and curvilinear patterns show lower peaks and longer

time to peaks.
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The maximum flow depths observed in the rectangular, curvilinear

and dendritic patterns are 15.2, 12.7 and 12.1 inches, respectively.

The percentage of street intersections occupied by at least given

depth of water is summarized in Table 5.2. The percentage of street

intersections occupied by increased depth declined rapidly in the

dendritic pattern, while the percentages in the rectangular and

curvilinear patterns declined gradually. For example, compare water

stages of 4 inches and 8 inches. The percentage of intersections in the

rectangular and curvilinear patterns covered above these depths only

declined by 30 percent, but the percentage of intersections in the

dendritic pattern declined by almost 80 percent. At a stage of 10 inches,

the figures for the rectangular and curvilinear patterns still remained

high, 17 and 19 percent, respectively, while the figure for the

dendritic pattern dropped to 4 percent.

Table 5.3 displays the average time during which the street

intersections are occupied by at least a given depth of water. The time

of occupation at high water stages for the dendritic pattern is much

shorter than that for the rectangular and curvilinear patterns. For

example, at a stage of 12 inches, the average time of occupation in the

rectangular, curvilinear and dendritic patterns are 33, 17 and 11 minutes,

respectively.

In view of the above facts concerning flow depth and time 
of

occupation, the dendritic pattern provides the best access for people and

vehicles during a two-year storm. Thus, it appears to be 
the best type

of street arrangement in terms of urban 
drainage.



Table 5.2. Node-Depth Relationships.

Depth of Water
(inches)

Percentage of Street Intersections Occupied
by at Least the Indicated Depth of Water

Rectangular Curvilinear Dendritic

2 64 69 83

4 31 37 37

6 24 35 21

8 21 27 8

10 17 19 4

12 14 8 4

14 7 0 0

16 0 0 0

No. of Nodes 42 26 24
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Table 5.3. Depth-Time Relationships.

132

The Average Time During Ach the Street
Intersections are Occupi .:'d by at Least
the Indicated Depth of Water (minutes) 

Depth of Water
(inches) Rectangular Curvilinear Dendritic

2 104 132 127

4 99 126 93

6 79 92 71

8 59 71 66

10 50 49 57

12 33 17 11

14 22 0 0

16 0 0 0
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The estimation of the total cost for each street pattern is

presented in the following section.

5.7 Estimation of Cost 

As mentioned previously, the basic costs involved in the develop-

ment of a residential subdivision are the land cost and the improvement

costs. The total value of the lots created by each type of street pattern

is assumed herein to be the same; thus, only the improvement costs are

needed for the comparison of costs between different street patterns.

The improvement costs consist of the capital cost and the maintenance

cost. The capital cost is a function of street pattern arrangement.

According to the data collected from the local consulting engineering

firms, the maintenance cost seems to be independent from the street

patterns. Therefore, only the capital cost for each street pattern is

considered here in this study.

The capital cost associated with the development of a residential

subdivision consists of construction costs and utility costs. Construc-

tion costs usually include the costs for cutting and filling, paving,

curbs and gutters, and traffic signs. In the pilot watershed, the land

slope is very uniform and hence the quantity of cutting and filling

involved in the construction is negligible. The utility costs include

the costs for sewer, water, gas, electricity and telephone services. The

associated unit cost for each item is listed in Table 5.4. The itemized

costs for each street pattern are tabulated in Table 5.5. It was noted

that the rectangular pattern has the lowest cost for utility installations

and the highest cost for paving. On the other hand, the dendritic



Table 5.4. Unit Costs of Subdivision Development.

Item	 Unit Cost ($)

Construction Costs
Paving
Wedge curb
Street signs

Sanitary Sewers

12.00/1.f.*
2.75/1.f.

100.00/intersection

12" V.C.P.	 sewer line** 8.50/1.f.
10" V.C.P.	 sewer line 7.00/1.f.
8" V.C.P.	 sewer line 6.00/1.f.
6" V.C.P.	 sewer line 5.25/1.f.
4" H.C.	 sewer line*** 4.25/1.f.

Manhole 450.00 each
Clean out 100.00 each

Water
10" line 13.00/1.f.

10" valve 450.00 each

8" line 10.00/1.f.
8" valve 300.00 each
6" line (valves included) 8.00/1.f.

4" line (valves included) 5.25/1.f.

3" line (valves included) 4.25/1.f.

3/4" water service 120.00/lot

Gas

	

4" line	 4.25/1.f.

	

3" line	 3.50/1.f.

	

2" line	 3.00/1.f.

	

1-3/4" line	 2.50/1.f.

Gas service	 120.00/lot

Electricity	 100.00/lot

Telephone	 75.00/lot

Engineering	 125.00/lot

1.f. = linear foot
* * V.C.P. = vitrified clay pipe

* * * H.C. = house connection
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pattern has the lowest cost for paving but the highest cost for utility

installations. The total development cost for each street pattern is

listed in Table 5.6. Among these three patterns, the dendritic pattern

has the lowest development cost.

The results in terms of cost-effectiveness evaluation criteria

are discussed in the next section.

5.8 Discussion of Results 

A parcel of land with rather uniform slope located near Willcox,

Arizona, was subdivided according to the three different types of street

patterns. The two-year storm was chosen to be the design storm, and the

corresponding runoff from each pattern was generated by means of the

model discussed in Chapter 4. The total development cost for each

pattern was estimated in Section 5.7. As mentioned previously, the

effectiveness in this study is measured by three kinds of evaluators.

The first evaluator is the depth of flow on the streets. Among these

three patterns, the dendritic pattern has the smallest percentage of

street intersections occupied by water during a storm (see Table 5.2).

Also, the maximum depth of water accumulated in the dendritic pattern is

the least among these three patterns.

The second evaluator of this study is the time during which the

street intersections are occupied by a given depth of water. 
From the

point of view of this evaluator, the dendritic pattern is the best

because the average time of occupation at high water 
stages for dendritic

patterns is much shorter than that for the rectangular 
and curvilinear

patterns (see Table 5.3).
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Table 5.6. Total Development Cost of Each Street Pattern.

Item Rectangular Curvilinear Dendritic

Paving $	 882,480 $	 736,990 $	 669,720

Curbs 198,940 167,080 151,750

Sewers 557,520 584,300 584,870

Water 716,700 750,590 735,520

Gas 299,440 320,230 302,970

Traffic signs 5,800 4,200 3,200

Electricity 65,500 65,500 65,500

Telephones 49,130 49,130 49,130

Engineering 81,880 81,880 81,880

Total $2,857,390 $2,759,900 $2,644,540

Annual cost at
7% interest
rate over a
20-year period $	 269,740 $	 260,530 $	 249,640
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The third evaluator involved in this study is the total cost

associated with the development of the subdivision. In this respect, the

dendritic pattern is still the best pattern because it is the most

inexpensive pattern among these three patterns.

Table 5.7 is a tabular display of part of the evaluation criteria.

The rest of the criteria are illustrated in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, respec-

tively. The summary and conclusions of this study are presented in the

next chapter.
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Table 5.7. A Tabular Display of Part of the Evaluation Criteria.

Street
Pattern

Evaluation Criteria

Maximum Flow Depth
(inches)

Time to Peak
(minutes)

Total Cost
($)

Rectangular

Curvilinear

Dendritic

15.2

12.7

12.1

115

122

130

2,857,400

2,759,900

2,644,500



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate tradeoffs

between alternative street patterns with respect to urban drainage. The

study area is confined to residential subdivisions where the subdivision

boundary is assumed to be the watershed boundary. The street pattern

mentioned in this test is restricted to the pattern of residential access

streets. Three patterns, namely rectangular, curvilinear and dendritic,

are considered in this study.

The study is mainly organized into three parts. One deals with

the development of a unified approach to the evaluation of alternatives.

The cost-effectiveness technique is employed to give an objective evalu-

ation for these three alternative patterns. The analysis generally

follows the standardized steps proposed by Kazanowski (1968). The

effectiveness is measured by three kinds of evaluators. The first

evaluator is the flow depth at certain points on the streets; the second

evaluator is the total time during which the streets are occupied by a

certain depth of water; the third evaluator is the total cost associated

with the construction of a street pattern.

The second part concerns the development of a runoff model which

predicts flows from urban watersheds. A framework of a distributed system

model has been constructed for simulating the runoff hydrographs and flow
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depths at certain points on the streets. The model is divided into

three major parts: the overland flow, the channel (street) flow and the

drainage network. The dimensionless hydrograph derived by Morgali and

Linsley (1965) is used to simulate the overland flow collected from the

land surface. A hydrologic routing model, which utilizes Manning's

formula and continuity equation is used to simulate the flow along the

streets. The street cross-sections are assumed to be rectangular. The

runoff water from one street is a source of inflow to its adjacent

downstream streets. In modeling a street network, all streets are

assumed to intersect each other at right angles. Each intersection is

assumed to behave as a reservoir with a horizontal water surface. A

computer program based on the hydrologic routing approach is written to

simulate runoff from a drainage network.

The third part is the illustration of how the model could be

used; this has been accomplished by demonstrating how the model works in

a test application.

In view of the results, the principal conclusions that may be

drawn from this study are as follows:

1. Both the hydraulic and hydrologic routing approach have been

verified by the data collected from a one-acre lot located in

the Atterbury experimental watershed eight miles southeast of

Tucson. The hydrographs and flows depths obtained from the

hydraulic and hydrologic routing model are compared under

various flow conditions and the results indicate that there

is little difference between these two approaches. However,
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the computer time required by the hydrologic approach is less

than that by the hydraulic approach.

2. The result from a sensitivity analysis indicates that the

flow hydrographs generated by both the hydrologic and hy-

draulic approaches are not very sensitive to the channel

roughness, if it is selected from a reasonable range. Also,

the effect of variation of space and time increments on the

accuracy of the synthesized hydrographs is not very

significant.

3. Due to the complexity of the geometry of a street cross-

section (especially at an intersection), a schematized rec-

tangular cross-section is used in this study. The hydrographs

generated from an equivalent rectangular section are

compared with those from a typical street section. The

differences between them are found to be very small.

4. When the two-year storm is applied to the pilot 
watershed,

the peak flow rate resulting from the 
rectangular pattern

13 percent higher than that from the curvilinear 
pattern and

29 percent higher than that from 
the dendritic pattern.

5. Among these three patterns, the dendritic pattern 
has the

smallest percentage of street intersections 
occupied by water

during a storm. Also, the time 
of occupation in the dendritic

pattern at high water stages is much shorter than that 
in the

rectangular and curvilinear patterns. Therefore, in 
this

case, the dendritic pattern appears to be the best type of

street arrangement in terms of urban drainage.
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6. The development cost for the dendritic pattern is the lowest

among these three patterns.

7. Since the purpose of this study has been to develop a method-

ology for finding the best street pattern in terms of urban

drainage, and not to develop a specific solution for the

pilot watershed, the reader should be cautioned against using

the results of this analysis to make direct decisions about

street pattern layout in other areas. However, the results

of this analysis can be used to an area which is similar to

the pilot watershed.

8. Further research should include the investigation of the

hydrologic effects of street patterns subject to various

amounts and intensities of storms.



LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbols	 Definition

A	 Cross-sectional area.

Ac	 Annual capital payment.

Street or channel width.

Coefficient.

Celerity.

Dr	 Rainfall excess duration.

Acceleration due to gravity.

Total inflow into a channel section.

Interest rate.

i
e	

Rainfall excess.

Length of overland flow plane.

Number of years of payment.

Manning's roughness coefficient.

0	 Total outflow from a channel section.

Present sum of the capital cost.

Channel flow.

Overland flow discharge.

cle
	 Equilibrium flow occurring at time t e .

Hydraulic radius.
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✓ Distance measured from a storm center.

S	 Street slope.

S
o	

Slope of the overland flow plane.

Sf	
Friction slope.

t Time.

tc	
Time of concentration.

te	
Time to equilibrium in hydrograph analysis.

U Utility function.

✓ Flow velocity.

X	Distance along a channel.

y	 Depth of flow.

✓ Kinematic viscosity.

* Volume of flow.
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APPENDIX A

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The program is developed for the purpose of simulating runoff in

small urban residential subdivisions. It computes the storm water runoff

and its characteristics for a given storm at the outlet or any point

within an urban watershed. The program accepts a uniform rainfall excess

input and makes a step-by-step accounting of overland flow and channel

(street) flow. The computation involves a node (street intersection)-

to-node procedure starting from the upper reaches and moving down to the

lower end of the watershed.

In using the program, the watershed should be subdivided into a

number of idealized subcatchments. It may consist of a maximum of 30

nodes and 55 channels. If the existing number of nodes and channels in

the watershed exceeds the capacity of the program, the watershed should

be divided into several subwatersheds first and runoff in each subwater-

shed can be simulated separately by use of the program. The program

consists of a main core and two subroutines, i.e., ROUTING and SIDE.

Main Program 

The logic of the main program is shown in Figure A.1. The first

procedure is to read input data required by the simulation. The detailed

input parameters are covered in the next section. Each node and channel

has to be numbered in an order from the upper end down to the lower end

of the watershed. The relationship between each node number and its
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COMPUTE THE TIME
TO EQUILIBRIUM
FOR EACH CHANNEL

Figure A.1. Main Program.
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PRINT
RESULTS

IF

	 00P

STOP

149

Figure A.1. Main Program (Continued).
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adjoining channel numbers is stored in a matrix called RELAN. Also,

another matrix, JUNK, is used to store the type of street intersections

at each node. The purpose of these two matrices is to direct the computer

to do the calculation from one node to another designated node

automatically. A DO LOOP is formed to compute the depth and branch flows

for each node. Before the depth and branch flows are computed, the

subroutine ROUTING is called to compute the hydrograph coordinates for

each of the adjoining channels of the node. The results are printed out

after the calculation for all nodes is completed.

Subroutine ROUTING 

This subrouting computes the hydrograph coordinates in a channel

with the assistance of subroutine SIDE, as shown in Figure A.2. It

initializes all the depths, flow rates and other variables to zero. A

DO LOOP is formed to compute the hydrograph coordinate for each incre-

mental time step. In each step, subroutine SIDE is first called to

calculate the overland flow from the adjacent land surface. The hydro-

graph coordinate is then calculated by the hydrologic routing approach,

discussed in Section 4.6. During the process of computation, the Newton-

Ralphson method is used for obtaining the trial-and-error results.

Subroutine SIDE 

This subroutine is called by ROUTING to compute the overland flow

from the adjacent land surface. The logic of the computation is based on

Equations [4.3a] to [4.3h].



V

( RETURN )
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Figure A.2. Subrouting ROUTING.
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PROGRAM STREET	 CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P340 OPT=1

PROGRAM STREET (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,TAPE2=OUTPUT,PUNCH)
COMMON Q1(350), Q2(350), Y1(350), Y2(350), QINL(55,350),

2	 D(350), RELAN(30,4), JUNK(30), NS(55), DS(55),
3	 S(55), SQ(55), SR(55), FL(55), SS(55), TC(55)
COMMON /Al/ QINTL(350)
COMMON /A2/ B, DR, DT, FN, NT, RF
READ 3, FNOCH, FNODE
NOCH=FNOCH
NODE=FNODE
READ 3, B, DT, FN, FNT
NT=FNT
READ 3, (S(K), K=1,NOCH)
READ 3, (FL(K), K=1,NOCH)
READ 3, (SS(K), K=1,NOCH)
READ 3, (DS(K), K=1,NOCH)
DO 490 L=1, NODE
READ 3, (RELAN(L,M), M=1,4)

490 CONTINUE
READ 5, (JUNK(L), L=1,NODE)
READ 5, (NS(K), K=1,NOCH)
TOLAR=.0001
FNN=.2
KKK=0

37 KKK=KKK+1
READ 3, RF, DR
PRINT 1001
PRINT 1010, B, DR, DT, FN, FNT, RF, FNN, TOLAR, FNOCH, FNODE
PRINT 1501
PRINT 1010, (S(K), K=1,NOCH)
PRINT 1502
PRINT 1010, (FL(K), K=1,NOCH)
PRINT 1503
PRINT 1010, (SS(K), K=1,NOCH)
PRINT 1508
PRINT 1010, (DS(K), K=1,NOCH)
PRINT 1504
PRINT 1020, (NS(K), K=1,NOCH)
CA= 1.622
CB=0.535
CC=0.168
CAN=FNN**.605
CAR=RF**.388
DO 500 K=1,NOCH
CAL=FL(K)**.593
CAS=SS(K)**.380
TC(K)=59.6*CAL*CAN/(CAR *CAS)

500 CONTINUE
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PRINT 1505
PRINT 1010, (TC(K), K=1,NOCH)
PRINT 1506
PRINT 1020, (JUNK(L), L=1,NODE)
PRINT 1507
PRINT 7, ((RELAN(L,M), M=1,4), L=1,NODE)

3 FORMAT(8F10.0)
FORMAT(8I10)

7 FORMAT(4F10.0)
1000 FORMAT(1H1, * 	 NODE NO. =*, I3/)
1001 FORMAT(1H1, *DATA PRINT OUT*/)
1010 FORMAT(12F10.2)
1020 FORMAT(24I5)
1501 FORMAT(/*	 CHANNEL SLOPES*)
1502 FORMAT(/*	 SIDE LENGTHS*)
1503 FORMAT(/*	 SIDE SLOPES*)
1504 FORMAT(/*	 NO. OF POINTS IN CHANNEL*)
1505 FORMAT(/*	 TIME TO EQUILIBRIUM*)
1506 FORMAT(/*	 TYPE OF JUNCTIONS*)
1507 FORMAT(/*	 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NODES AND CHANNELS*)
1508 FORMAT(/*	 SPACE INCREMENTS*)

C1=1.49*B*DT/FN
B2=B/2.
DO 500 K=1,NOCH
SQ(K)=SQRT(S(K))
SR(K)=1./S(K)

550 CONTINUE
DO 605 NC=1,NOCH
DO 600 J=1,NT
QINL(NC,J)=0

600 CONTINUE
605 CONTINUE

NO=0
90 NO=N0+1

VOLUME=0
K1=RELAN(N0,1)
K2=RELAN(N0,2)
K3-RELAN(N0,3)
K4=RELAN(N0,4)
DO 610 J=1,NT
Q2(J)=0
QINTL(J)=QINL(K1,J)
Y2(J)=0

610 CONTINUE
CALL ROUTING(TC(K1), S(K1), FL(K1), Ql, Yl, NS(K1), DS(K1), Ki)
IF(K2) 120, 120, 110

110 DO 620 J=1,NT
QINTL(J)=QINL(K2,J)

620 CONTINUE
CALL ROUTING(TC(K2), S(K2), FL(K2), Q2, Y2, NS(K2), DS(K2), K2)
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120 PRINT 1000, NO
D(1)=0
DO 700 J=2,NT
FLOWIN=Q1(j)+Q2(J)
IF(FLOWIN-.2) 121, 122, 122

121 IF(JUNK(NO)-1) 60, 70, 60
60 QINL(K3,J) =FLOWIN/2.

QINL(K4,J) =FLOWIN/2.
D(J)=	 (Y1(J)+Y2(J))/2.
GO TO 250

70 QINL(K3,J) =FLOWIN
QINL(K4,J)=0
D(J)+	 (Y1(J)+Y2(J))/2.
GO TO 250

122 H=D(J-1)
KOUNT=0

125 IF(JUNK(NO)-1) 130, 140, 150
130 CN1=C1*(SQ(K3)+SQ(K4))

CN2=B*B*H
CN3=B2*SR(K1)*(H=Y1(J))*ABS(H-Y1(J))
CN4=B2*SR(K2)*(H-Y2(J))*ABS(H-Y2(J))
CN5+FLOWIN*DT+VOLUME
GO TO 160

140 CN1=C1*SQ(K3)
CN2=B*B*H
CN3=B2*SR(K1)*(H-Y1(J))*ABS(H-Y1(J))
CN4=B2*SR(K2)*(H-Y2(J))*ABS(H-Y 1 (J))
CN5=FLOWIN*DT+VOLUME
GO TO 160

150 CN1=C1*(SQ(K3)+SQ(K4))
CN2=B*B*H
CN3=B2*SR(K1)*(H-Y1(J))*ABS(H-Y 1 (J))
CN4=0
CN5=FLOWIN*DT+VOLUME

160 FX=CN1*(H**1.667)+CN2+CN3+CN4-CN5
FZ=ABS(FX)
IF(FZ-TOLAR) 200, 200, 170

170 FPX=1.667*CN1*H".667)+B*B+2.*CN3/ABS(H -Y1 (J))+ 2 . *CN4/ABS(H-Y2 (

2	 J))
H=H-FX/FPX
KOUNT =KOUNT+1
IF(KOUNT.GT.9) GO TO 180
GO TO 125

180 PRINT 1900, KOUNT
1900 FORMAT(* NO. OF ITERATION =*I2/)

200 IF(JUNK(N0).EQ.2) GO TO 210
ABSH1=ABS(H-Y1(J))
ABSH2=ABS(H-Y2(J))
VOLUME=B2*SR(K1)*(H-Y1(J)) *ABSH1+B* B*H

2	 +B2*SR(K2)*(H-Y2(J))*ABSH2

GO TO 220



210 ABSH1=ABS(H-Y1(J))
VOL 1JME=B2*SR(K1)*(H-Y1(J))*ABSH1+B*B*H

220 D(J)=H
QINL(K3,J)=1.49*B*(H**1.667)*SQ(K3)/FN
IF(K4) 230, 230, 240

230 QINL(K4,J)=0
GO TO 250

240 QINL(K4,J)=1.49*B*(H**1.667)*SQ(K4)/FN
250 PRINT 2000,	 Ql(J), Q2(J), QINL(K3,J), QINL(K4,J), D(J)

2000 FORMAT(5F20.4)
700 CONTINUE

IF(NO-NODE) 90, 30, 30
30 IF(KKK.LT.3) GO TO 37

STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE ROUTING 	 CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P340 OPT=1

SUBROUTINE ROUTING(TC,S,FL,Q1,Y1,NS,DS,K)
COMMON /Al/ QINTL(350)
COMMON /A2/ B, DR, DT, FN, NT, RF
DIMENSION Y(20,350), Q(20,350), TOT(350), Y1(350), Q 1 (350 )
C1=1.49/FN
C2=C1*SQRT(S)
C3=C2*DT*B
C4=2.*DS*B
C5=2.*DT
C6=1.667*C3
DT2=DT/2.
DTS2=DT2/DS
TOLAR=.00001
J=1
TOT(J)=DT
DO 300 I=1,NS
Q(I,1)=0
Y(I,1)=.00000001

300 CONTINUE
50 J=J+1

TOT(J)=TOT(J-1)+DT
CALL SIDE (TC,DR,TOT(J),QSIDE,RF)
QL=QSIDE*FL*DS/43200.
DO 400 I=1,NS
KOUNT=0
H=Y(I,J-1)
IF(I-1) 62, 60, 62

60 FLOWIN=2.*QL+QINTL(J)*2.
GO TO 90

62 FLOWIN=Q(I-1,J-1)+Q(I-1,J)+2.*QL
90 FH=C3*(H**1.667) +C4*H-C4*Y(I,J-1)+Q(I,J-1)*DT-DT*FLOWIN

FZ=ABS(FH)
IF(FZ-TOLAR) 200, 200, 100

100 FPH=C6*(H**.667) +C4
H=H-FH/FPH
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
IF(KOUNT-9) 90, 90, 200

200 Y(I,J)=H
Q(I,J)=C2*B*(H**1.667)

400 CONTINUE
DO 500 J=1,NT
Ql(J)=Q(NS,J)
Yl(J)=Y(NS,J)

500 CONTINUE
IF(J-NT) 50, 30, 30

30 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SIDE 	 CDC 6400 FIN V3.0-P340 OPT=1

SUBROUTINE SIDE(TC,DR,T,QL,RF)
DRTC=DR+TC
IF(T-DRTC) 45, 40, 40

40 QL=0
GO TO 30

45 IF(T-TC) 50, 55, 55
55 QL=RF

GO TO 70
SO X=T/TC

IF(X-.7) 60, 65, 65
60 Y=(X**1.622)*(10.**.169)

QL=RF*Y
GO TO 70

65 QL=RF*(X**.535)
70 IF(T-DR) 30, 30, 80
80 Z=(T-DR)/TC

IF(Z-.7) 85, 90, 90
85 V=(Z**1.622)*(10.**.169)

QL=QL-RF*V
GO TO 30

90 QL=QL-RF*(Z**.535)
30 RETURN

END
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Input Data 

Symbols for	 Corresponding
Computer	 Symbols for
Program	 Hydraulic Eqs. 	Definitions 

Street width in feet.

DR	 D
r	 Rainfall excess duration in seconds.

DS	 x	 Space increment in feet.

DT	 t	 Time increment in seconds.

FL	 L	 Length of overland flow plane in feet.

FN	 n	Manning's n for channel flow.

FNN	n	Manning's n for overland flow.

FNOCH	 Number of streets to be computed.

FNODE	 Number of street intersections.

JUNK	 Array to indicate the type of node.

NS	 Number of subcatchments along a street.

NT	 Number of time steps in computation.

RELAN	 Array.

RF	 i
e	

Rainfall excess intensity in in/hr.

Street slope in ft/ft.

SS	 S
o	

Slope of overland flow plane in ft/ft.

Output from this Program 

1. The flow hydrographs at different points along any street.

2. The flow depths at each street intersection.

3. The branch flows at each street intersection.
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INPUT DATA FOR RECTANGULAR PATTERN (I)

NO. OF STREET INTERSECTIONS	 26
NO. OF STREETS IN THE PATTERN	 55
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (1)	 .28 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (2)	 .62 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (3)	 .75 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (1)	 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (2)	 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (3)	 800 SECONDS
STREET WIDTH	 30 FEET
TIME INCREMENT	 60 SECONDS
NO. OF TIME-STEPS	 350
MANNINGS N FOR CHANNEL FLOW	 .016
MANNINGS N FOR OVERLAND FLOW	 .200

CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

1 .010 .009 390. 6 110.
2 .009 .009 450. 10 120.
3 .009 .012 450. 10 120.
4 .010 .017 390. 6 110.
5 .009 .008 390. 6 110.
6 .009 .012 450. 10 120.
7 .009 .009 390. 6 110.
8 .010 .005 390. 6 110.
9 .003 .015 450. 10 120.

10 .010 .005 390. 6 110.
11 .011 .009 390. 6 110.
12 .003 .012 435. 8 100.
13 .011 .006 390. 6 110.
14 .005 .003 390. 6 120.
15 .003 .004 360. 6 120.
16 .009 .010 450. 10 120.
17 .010 .017 390. 6 110.
18 .009 .007 450. 10 120.
19 .009 .013 390. 6 110.
20 .009 .012 450. 10 120.
21 .010 .008 390. 6 110.
22 .005 .011 450. 10 120.
23 .005 .011 360. 5 110.
24 .003 .007 390. 6 120.
25 .011 .010 450. 10 120.
26 .010 .013 390. 6 110.
27 .011 .010 450. 10 120.
28 .009 .013 390. 6 110.
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CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

29 .006 .008 450. 10 120.
30 .010 .008 390. 6 110.
31 .006 .010 535. 10 145.
32 .005 .009 390. 6 120.
33 .010 .011 450. 10 120.
34 .010 .007 390. 6 110.
35 .010 .010 450. 10 120.
36 .009 .013 390. 6 110.
37 .007 .012 450. 10 120.
38 .010 .008 390. 6 110.
39 .007 .010 495. 10 120.
40 .005 .006 390. 6 120.
41 .008 .014 450. 10 120.
42 .010 .007 390. 6 110.
43 .008 .010 450. 10 120.
44 .009 .007 390. 6 110.
45 .008 .007 450. 10 120.
46 .010 .009 390. 6 110.
47 .006 .010 466. 7 122.
48 .005 .009 390. 6 120.
49 .008 .014 450. 10 120.
50 .010 .007 390. 6 110.
51 .008 .008 450. 10 120.
52 .009 .007 390. 6 110.
53 .008 .007 450. 10 120.
54 .008 .007 350. 6 100.
55 .005 .019 390. 6 120.



RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHANNEL NO. AND NODE NO.

NODE NO. CHANNEL NO. JUNK

1 1. 2. 3. 4. 0
2 5. 3. 6. 7. 0
3 8. 6. 9. 10. 0
4 11. 9. 12. 13. 0
5 14. 12. 15. 0. 1
6 4. 16. 18. 17. 0
7 7. 18. 20. 19. 0
8 10. 20. 22. 21. 0
9 13. 22. 23. 0. 1

10 15. 23. 24. 0. 1
11 17. 25. 27. 26. 0
12 19. 27. 29. 28. 0
13 21. 29. 31. 30. 0
14 24. 31. 32. 0. 1
15 26. 33. 35. 34. 0
16 28. 35. 37. 36. 0
17 30. 37. 39. 38. 0
18 32. 39. 40. 0. 1
19 34. 41. 43. 42. 0
20 36. 43. 45. 44. 0
21 38. 45. 47. 46. 0
22 40. 47. 48. 0. 1
23 42. 49. 51. 50. 0
24 44. 51. 53. 52. 0
25 46. 53. 54. 0. 1
26 48. 54. 55. 0. 1
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INPUT DATA FOR RECTANGULAR PATTERN (II)

NO. OF STREET INTERSECTIONS 16
NO. OF STREETS IN THE PATTERN 33
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (1) .28 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (2) .62 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (3) .75 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (1) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (2) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (3) 800 SECONDS
STREET WIDTH 30 FEET
TIME INCREMENT	 60 SECONDS
NO. OF TIME-STEPS	 350
MANNINGS N FOR CHANNEL FLOW	 .016
MANNINGS N FOR OVERLAND FLOW	 .200

CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

1 .010 .007 390. 6 110.
2 .011 .014 450. 10 120.
3 .006 .015 450. 10 120.
4 .009 .007 390. 6 110.
5 .006 .013 545. 10 150.
6 .005 .010 390. 6 120.
7 .010 .010 390. 6 110.
8 .014 .010 450. 10 120.
9 .006 .011 450. 10 120.

10 .009 .003 390. 6 110.
11 .006 .010 510. 10 125.
12 .006 .013 390. 6 120.
13 .010 .015 390. 6 110.
14 .011 .008 450. 10 120.
15 .005 .009 450. 10 120.
16 .009 .004 390. 6 110.
17 .005 .009 475. 7 136.
18 .006 .010 390. 6 120.
19 .010 .008 390. 6 110.
20 .008 .012 450. 10 120.
21 .008 .009 450. 10 120.
22 .009 .003 390. 6 110.
23 .004 .010 400. 6 112.
24 .006 .011 390. 6 120.
25 .010 .008 390. 6 110.
26 .008 .010 450. 10 120.
27 .005 .011 585. 10 150.
28 .006 .009 390. 6 120.
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CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

29 .010 .010 390. 6 110.
30 .007 .013 450. 10 120.
31 .007 .011 430. 10 140.
32 .007 .008 390. 6 120.
33 .007 .020 390. 10 100.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHANNEL NO. AND NODE NO.

NODE NO. CHANNEL NO. JUNK

1 1. 2. 3. 7. 0
2 4. 3. 5. 10. 0
3 6. 5. 12. 0. 1
4 7. 8. 9. 13. 0
5 10. 9. 11. 16. 0
6 12. 11. 18. 0. 1
7 13. 14. 15. 19. 0
8 16. 15. 17. 22. 0
9 18. 17. 24. O. 1

10 19. 20. 21. 25. 0
11 22. 21. 23. 0. 1
12 24. 23. 28. 0. 1
13 25. 26. 27. 29. 0
14 28. 27. 32. 0. 1
15 29. 30. 31. 0. 1
16 32. 31. 33. 0. 1
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INPUT DATA FOR CURVILINEAR PATTERN

NO. OF STREET INTERSECTIONS 26
NO. OF STREETS IN THE PATTERN 52
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (1) .28 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (2) .62 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (3) .75 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (1) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (2) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (3) 800 SECONDS
STREET WIDTH 30 FEET
TIME INCREMENT	 60 SECONDS
NO. OF TIME-STEPS	 350
MANNINGS N FOR CHANNEL FLOW	 .016
MANNINGS N FOR OVERLAND FLOW	 .200

CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

1 .008 .010 482. 10 104.
2 .011 .010 529. 20 118.
3 .011 .006 482. 8 106.
4 .009 .009 482. 13 102.
5 .012 .005 482. 9 103.
6 .011 .002 482. 14 105.
7 .012 .002 482. 20 101.
8 .008 .006 562. 20 103.
9 .011 .003 529. 20 145.

10 .011 .005 529. 20 105.
11 .011 .005 529. 20 130.
12 .012 .003 529. 20 106.
13 .010 .004 529. 20 115.
14 .012 .003 529. 20 106.
15 .009 .015 529. 20 100.
16 .012 .002 529. 20 108.
17 .010 .012 529. 15 117.
18 .010 .005 529. 20 108.
19 .011 .009 529. 15 100.
20 .010 .007 529. 20 105.
21 .017 .008 529. 12 100.
22 .010 .005 529. 20 107.
23 .008 .011 482. 6 110.
24 .008 .011 482. 6 110.
25 .008 .011 482. 6 110.
26 .008 .010 482. 6 110.
27 .008 .005 482. 6 110.
28 .008 .009 482. 6 110.
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CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

29 .008 .012 482. 6 110.
30 .008 .006 482. 6 104.
31 .008 .005 482. 6 104.
32 .008 .006 482. 6 104.
33 .006 .007 482. 6 110.
34 .006 .005 482. 6 110.

35 .006 .007 482. 6 110.

36 .006 .009 482. 6 110.

37 .006 .010 482. 6 110.

38 .006 .011 482. 6 110.

39 .006 .008 482. 6 110.

40 .006 .008 482. 6 110.

41 .006 .010 482. 6 110.

42 .013 .003 529. 20 120.

43 .009 .007 529. 6 110.

44 .008 .009 482. 10 104.

45 .011 .004 482. 20 104.

46 .011 .004 482. 10 107.

47 .007 .008 482. 6 110.

48 .007 .011 482. 6 110.

49 .007 .007 482. 6 110.

SO .007 .010 482. 6 110.

51 .007 .010 482. 6 110.

52 .010 .010 600. 6 110.



RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHANNEL NO. AND NODE NO.

NODE NO. CHANNEL NO. JUNK

1 2. 1. 3. 0. 1
2 3. 4. 8. 23. 0
3 9. 23. 10. 24. 0
4 11. 24. 12. 25. 0
5 13. 25. 14. 26. 0
6 15. 26. 16. 27. 0
7 17. 27. 18. 28. 0
8 19. 28. 20. 29. 0
9 21. 29. 22. 0. 1

10 30. 5. 31. O. 1
11 31. 6. 32. 0. 1
12 32. 7. 33. 0. 1
13 33. 8. 34. 0. 1
14 34. 10. 35. 0. 1
15 35. 12. 36. 0. 1
16 36. 14. 37. 0. 1
17 37. 16. 38. 0. 1
18 38. 18. 39. 0. 1
19 39. 20. 40. 0. 1
20 40. 22. 41. O. 1
21 42. 0. 43. 44. 2
22 41. 43. 47. 0. 1
23 48. 46. 49. 0. 1
24 49. 45. 50. 0. 1
25 50. 44. 51. 0. 1
26 51. 47. 52. 0. 1
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INPUT DATA FOR DENDRITIC PATTERN

NO. OF STREET INTERSECTIONS 24
NO. OF STREETS IN THE PATTERN 48
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (1) .28 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (2) .62 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS INTENSITY (3) .75 IN/HR
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (1) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (2) 600 SECONDS
RAINFALL EXCESS DURATION (3) 800 SECONDS
STREET WIDTH 30 FEET
TIME INCREMENT	 60 SECONDS
NO. OF TIME-STEPS	 350
MANNINGS N FOR CHANNEL FLOW	 .016
MANNINGS N FOR OVERLAND FLOW	 .200

CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

1 .009 .010 450. 8 125.
2 .008 .009 450. 5 130.
3 .011 .003 600. 5 140.
4 .003 .013 450. 5 130.
5 .004 .009 450. 5 100.
6 .013 .001 500. 10 168.
7 .012 .005 500. 8 125.
8 .003 .016 700. 12 150.
9 .012 .001 500. 10 135.

10 .003 .013 500. 10 130.
11 .010 .010 700. 10 155.
12 .001 .010 600. 4 100.
13 .009 .001 600. 5 110.
14 .012 .001 700. 5 100.
15 .003 .012 800. 5 150.
16 .014 .001 750. 6 142.
17 .005 .011 700. 5 120.
18 .011 .003 700. 10 130.
19 .012 .004 500. 6 133.
20 .005 .012 500. 8 131.
21 .006 .006 500. 7 110.
22 .008 .006 700. 6 150.
23 .007 .008 660. 20 126.
24 .012 .008 800. 10 145.
25 .006 .010 800. 5 126.
26 .011 .004 450. 4 100.
27 .002 .010 450. 10 110.
28 .008 .007 450. 6 142.
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CHANNEL
NO.

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SIDE
SLOPE

SIDE
LENGTH

NO. OF
SECTIONS

SPACE
INTERVAL

29 .012 .007 800. 6 139.
30 .013 .004 700. 15 153.
31 .012 .004 800. 14 143.
32 .012 .002 600. 10 150.
33 .008 .004 450. 5 110.
34 .012 .006 700. 15 147.
35 .016 .004 600. 10 135.
36 .006 .006 600. 8 125.
37 .009 .006 600. 10 110.
38 .006 .009 450. 18 121.
39 .009 .005 600. 10 115.
40 .010 .006 600. 14 146.
41 .009 .007 600. 6 117.
42 .006 .009 600. 5 130.
43 .012 .006 600. 5 120.
44 .007 .008 800. 10 185.
45 .005 .009 600. 5 130.
46 .007 .008 600. 5 136.
47 .007 .008 500. 18 120.
48 .007 .008 600. 5 120.



RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHANNEL NO. AND NODE NO.

NODE NO. CHANNEL NO. JUNK

1 1. 2. 3. 4. 0
2 3. 5. 6. O. 1
3 7. O. 9. 8. 2
4 9. 6. 10. O. 1
5 11. 12. 13. O. 1
6 13. 4. 14. O. 1
7 14. 15. 16. O. 1
8 16. 17. 18. O. 1
9 18. 10. 19. 20. 0

10 21. 8. 22. O. 1
11 22. 46. 23. O. 1
12 23. 19. 38. O. 1
13 29. 28. 30. O. 1
14 31. 30. 32. O. 1
15 20. 24. 25. O. 1
16 25. 26. 27. 0. 1
17 32. 27. 33. 0. 1
18 35. 34. 36. O. 1
19 33. 36. 37. 39. 0
20 37. 38. 47. O. 1
21 40. 41. 42. O. 1
22 39. 42. 43. 0. 1
23 44. 43. 45. O. 1
24 47. 45. 48. O. 1
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